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PREFAOE
~18

stu4y was inspired by a statement in the Loaisville Public

SChool Survey, 1945, in which Dr. George A. Worles 8aid,
Programs of adalt ed~cation are exceedingly important in the modern comm~i ty. The natare of
modern life and the demands for continuo~s edacation and training suggest the need for school
service in this area. Following the war, the demand will ~do~btedly be very great. Loaisville
woald do well to assign definite staff time for
development of basic plans in this area.
fbe writer was connected with the WorleS Progress Administration

Adal t

Ed~cation

Program as teacher from 1935 to 1957, and as

principal of the Adalt Hight High School from 1937
closed in

J~e,

1943.

She was assistant principal of the

Hight High School at Ahrens
pleasure that she has

it

~ti1

Trade School 1943-1944.

~dertalean

Ad~t

It is with

this stady, and it is her one

hope that some small benefit to the people of Loaisville w111
&ocr~e

from its pages, and that a greater insight into the needs

and satisfactions of adalts, and the ways and means of obtaining
these through education may be her share in the

res~lts

of this

at~dy.

The purpose of the stady shall be to find

o~t

more about adal t

edacation, its growth and philosophy; what has been done

~der

public schoolS systems in other cities, and what can be done to
improve the

ed~cational opport~1ties

offered adults in

Lo~i.ville.

v

It will cover general

ed~cation

of elementary and secondary level

for white adults only, and will leave the programs now condacted
by the University of

Lo~isville,

private agencies for other

the Negro Night School, and the

st~diel.

Through records of what bas been done in Loaisville;

of

st~dies

programs under pablic school systems in other cities; interviews
with persons interested in education; and the philosophy of
ed~cation,

ad~t

-- the writer will try to show the backgroQnd for a

program of adult edacation in

Lo~ilville

today; the growth of in-

terest; impetus gained through the Federal Government Program; the
need for the work in Louisville; and possibilities for extending
the opportunities offered adults in
The

so~ces

ciation of

of data

~sed

Lo~ilville.

are, publications of the American ASIO-

A~lt Ed~cation;

books and articles contributed by

leaders in this field of education; annual reports and records of
the Louisville Board of
Director of iPA

Ed~cation;

Ed~cation;

materials

f~nished

by the State

information gained by interview; news-

paper articles; and data which the writer has

gathere~ d~ing

her

oonnection with the adult education program.
The study will try to show possibilities for greater service

thro~h

a program of education for adults in the elementary and secondary
school levels.

vi

The writer i8 deeply indebted to Dr. J.J. Oppe4he1mer, Head of the
Department ot Education, for his valUAble
g~idanoe.

gracio~

Appreciation is

d~e

1n8tr~ction

and

patient

President E. W. Jacobsen, whc gave
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S~perintendent

of the

Miss

Lo~isville
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iapecially il the writer gratefal to Prof. F.W. stamm, Director of
the .Division of Mal t
hil as.1stance and

Ed.~cation

ot the UniverSity of Lollisville, tor

enco~agement.

Lastly, she wishes to acknowledge the valUAble aid given by Mr.
Linsey E. Allen, former Director of WPA
Witho~t

his kindly aid, his materials,

coald not have been completed.

Ed.~cation

~

in Kentucky.

his interest, this Stlldy

CHAPTER I

BACKGROUNDS FOR THE STUDY OF AN ADULT PROGRAll
Programs of

ad~lt ed~cation

fact that the
1ng

all the

individ~l

intellect~al

are based on the recognition of the

does not obtain in a few years of schoolequipment needed for a

s~ccessf~

life,

and that more or less continuous efforts must be made toward a conscious process of learning.
tiers of American

C~tare,

James

Tr~slow

Adams, in his book Fron-

saidl

Adulthood is not merely a matter of age. A person ot
thirty may have a mental age of a child of ten. The
mental age of one who may be an ad~ t in years is partly a matter of nataral ability, partly of early environment, partly of experience, and partly of other factors.
For the parpose of definition we link: the word "adll t"
with the word ned.~cationlt -- adll t, meaning a persoll
who has passed beyond the age at which he would ordinarily have had ed~cation in school -- education, meaning anything which can be taught to an individual to
help him develop hie varioaa abilities to their fullest
capacity.
Education sho~d lead an ad~t to a more satisfying life,
should assist the growth of his personality, prepare him
for intelligent citizenship and mak:e him feel that he is
a person and not a slave, not a mere cog in the vast
machine of modern life. 1
In America the plan for adult education dates from the early days

of the Republic, and took the form of
and later chautauqua.

1

lyce~s,

mechanic institutes,

College extension classes for adults began

Adams, James i'raaloll, Front iers of American O~ tare, itA Study
ot Ad~t Education In A ~-mocracy". (Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1944) pp. 2,7.

2

about 1891, the continuation school developed later, and in 1914 the
Smith-Lever Act of Congress provided
to ad~ts. 2

agric~lture

extension services

The American public school ad~t ed~cation movement

began following the first world war. 3
The movement of adult education was greatly accelerated by the findlAgS of an investigation made by Professor Edward L. Thorndike and
his associates, with respect to the ability of adults to learn.
a chapter called "lJew and Variant Forms
the book

~

0

In

f Educational Service;' from

American Education System, 1940, John Dale Russell, Pro-

fessor of Education, and Charles H. Judd, Professor Emeritus of Education, both of the University of Chicago, make the following statementa

It has long been mistakenly ass~ed by most people that
the ability to learn diminishes rapidly after adolescence, and that the ad~lt would always find great difficul ty in undertaking a program of st~dy. Thor.ndike and
others have shown, ~uite contrary to the general ass~p
tion, that the ability to learn does not decrease with
adulthood, that, so far as capacity is concerned, the
average adult is probably more able to learn than the
average child in the elementary school. Such findings
have served to stim~ate greatly the whole program of
adult ed~cation and to enco~rage many ad~ts to undertake
programs of st~dy. 4

Cartwright, JIorse Adams, Ten Years of Adal t Ed~cation (The Macmillan Company, 1935) p:-ll'
5 Bryson, Lyman, Adul t Ed~cation, (American Book Company, 19~)
Chapter Xi. p. 100
4 Bussell, John Dale, and Judd, Charles H., The American Educational
System, (Hou.ghton Mifflin ComPari3, 1940) p. ~
2

3

III the Encyclopedia of Educational Research there is an article by.
Floyd L.Rescl\ on the scientific measurei:1ent of adult intelligence in
which there is the following informationa
In reviewing researches in this area, intelligence is
defined as ~that which intelligence tests measu.re".
Within the li~its implied by this qu.alification, the
research appears to justify the statement that measu.red
intelligence declines slowly from about the age of 20
and more rapidly after 50.

Oonclusionsa
Age beyond the twentieth year brings a decline in
fu.nctio.ri8 called "intelligence". This decline is
evident ina the formation of new associations; speed
as against power tests; dealing with spatial relations;
and in auditory and visual melOOry. Decline with age is
least evident ina vocabulary; information; and power
as oppoaea to speed tests. 5

mo."
mo."

An important step in the development of the movement of adult education is the fou.nding of the American Association for Adult Education
with offices at 1315 Cherry Street, Philadelphia, and 60 East Fbrtysecond Street, New York.

It was formed March 26, 1926, with the aid

of the Carnegie Corporation, for the pu.rpose of study and promotion
of adult education.

It began pUOlishing quarterly

~

Jou.rnal of

Adult Edllcation in 1929. 6
The first president of the Association for Adult Education was

James E. Russell, Teachers Oollege, Columbia University.
as president from 1926 to
Baker,

19~-'3l,

19~.

~an

He served

He was succeeded by Mr. Newton D.

whose term expired when he was elected to member-

'--li8e9O, Floyd L., Adult Intelligence, "Encyclopedia Educational Research", 1940, pp. 30-31.
6 Cartwright, MOrse Adams, Ten Years of Adlllt Education, (The Macmillan Coiiii)'an.y, 1935) pp. 17, 18, 24t.

4
ship on the Board of Trastees of the Oarnegie Oorporation of New

Mr. Felix

York.

owed by Mrs.

».

Warbarg was the next president.

~rotQy

one-year terms.
Everett

~

Oanfield Fisher, who

hel~

He was foll-

the office for two

Her saccessor was Professor Edward L. Thorndike.

Martin became president in 1931; William A. Neilson in

1958; H. A. Overstreet, 1939; Alvin Johnson, 1940; Harry W. Ohase,
1942; Alexander Meklejohn, 1943; and Aastin H. MacCormick in 1944.

The writer mentions these preSidents becaase she expects to qaote
from their pablications in later pages of this study_
Perhaps the most important single agency in the more recent development of the movement of adult edac&tion is the program condacted
by the ieueral Government during the years of the "economic depression", the 1930's.

The establishment of facilities for adult edaca-

tion was considered a good method of furnishing work-relief for persons qaalified to teach classes of adalts who needed instraction
along

ma~

lines.

The magnitade of the emergency education program

is indicated by data from the Advisory Oommittee on Edacation; 44,000
unemployed teachers were pat to work by June 1940, with classes in
which 1,125,000 persons were taught. 1
Adalt education under the government incladed a wide variety of instractional activities along vocational, cultural, citizenship, and
1 Rassell, J. D., and Jadd, C. H., ~ American Educational System,
"New and Variant Fbrms of Edacational Service".
(Houghton Mifflin Compa~, 1940) p. 366.

5

recreational lines.

Programs were organized to apply to persons ot
One ot the extensive projects

all levels of edQcational attainment.

dealt with the removal ot illiteracy and mQch progress was made in
teaching illiterates to read and write.

Americanization classes tor

the foreign-born were an important type of activity.

Other programs

were planned for those who had only a limited general edQcation, and
who wished. to sQPplement it by fQrther stQdy.

T'nere was a widespread

program of instrQction in leisure-time activities and the PQrsQit ot
avooational and recreational interests.
tion, whereoy the

wor~er

Upgrading vocational edQca-

is prepared for a position demanding in-

creased technical knowledge or

s~ill

in the line in which he is em-

ployed, became a feature of many of the programs of adQlt edQcation.
Consideraole interest was developed in programs deSigned to present
information, and to develop wholesome attitQdes on general problems
of civic, social, and economic interests.

Notewort~

in this con-

nection was the series of community forQroS developed QAder the leadership of Commissioner John W.

StQdeba~er,

CommiSSioner of EdQcation.

)bre than 700 commQAities throQghoQt the United States were aided
through forwns in

19~9

alone.

FOQr of these were in KentQclcy, at

Georgetown, Lexington, Paris, and Winchester. 8

COQrses were added

to the programs of graduate schools, for the preparation of those
who were to engage in this type of edQcational service.

The writer

atteAded two SQch cOQrses, one at the University ot Chicago, 1934,
8

StQdeba~er,

John 'I., Forum Plann.ing Handbook, (The American Association for AdQlt EdQcation, 19~9) p. 64

6
and.

one at the University of Kentucky, 1938.

In discussing the purpose, emphasis, scope and limitations of adult

education, the writer wishes to qUDte directly from statements made
by persons of authority in this field.

About the purpose of adult

education, Mr. Newton D. Balter, in his address accepting the presidency of the American Association for Adult Education, in New Yorlt
Oity,

19~1,

saidl

The purpose of adult education should be expressed in
terms .not of desirability but of necessity. Our intellect is the only instrument that we possess whereby
we may hope to direct our own lives or to meet intelligently the situations that daily confront us. It is
therefore imperative for everyone of us to be unremitting in his efforts to train his judgment to aid his
knowledge, and to increase his wisdom. 9
In his review of the social significance of adult education, Mr.

MOrse Adams Cartwright saidl
The doubters are right when they say that the adult
education of fifty or a hu..ndred years ago contained
all the potentialities of the present movement. It
did, but they were unrealized. Education was then under
the dominance of ecclesiastical taboos.
The doubters are wrong in their belief that there is
little new in the modern adult education. The emphasis
is new, the belief that adult education will yield major
satisfactions is new, the belief that adults really ~
learn is new, the conception of abundance of living as
the undeniable euucational heritage of every individual
is new. The patterns as they strike the eye may seem
the same, but fashions chane;e. Those of tomorrow may be
the same or they may be different. 10
Baker, Newton D., Address, Acceptance of Presidency ~ American
Association for Adult Education, New Yorlt City, 19~1
10 Oartwright, MOrse Aaams, ££.cit., p. 206
9

'T

In a bulletin issued by the Department of Public Instruction

in

Pennsylvania, the following statement is made about the scope ot
acilll t education.
Adult Education in its accepted sense, is quite as
broad and diversified as human learning. It ~ be
formal or informal, vocational or avocational. It
embraces all levels of education and includes all departments. It consists of recreational as well a8
purely educational activities. AlSO, it should be
understood that the term "adult" is intended to include all individuals within the Commonwealth above
compulsory school age. 11
Englehardt and Englehardt have this to say regarding the limitations of adult education.
Adult Education is limited only by the activitie8
of people in all phases of living. It appears to
fail when the program is artificial or superimposed.
It is most successful when it deals with the realities ot life or offers some stimulation after the routine of a workad~ world. 12
One of the important considerations in adult education is the
philosoPAl employed in its administration.

The person in charge

of an adult school must possess leadership; must develop a firm,
friendly, mutually helpful attitude among faculty and students;
must prevent the occurrence of an atmosphere in which looseness of
routine, of educational principles, or of ethical standards might
arise.

To do this one must have a comprehending training in educa-

tion, in social and economic realities, and those finer sensibilities which may seem to be intuition but are in truth deductions
11

Stoddard, Alexander, ~ Public Evening Schools ~ Philadelphia,
Bulletin, 1943-1944, p. 2
12 Englehardt and Englehardt, Planning.!!:!. Community School, p. 3

8

based on experience, observation and a generous attitude.

Perhaps

greater than any other quality is a deep-seated love for people
and a deep

~derstanding

of human nature.

Such a leader will need

some leisure time for professional reading and sensible mixing
with

comm~ity

that underlie

organizations in order to interpret the current.
comm~ity

life.

Thus the leader of an adult school

can more convincinaly direct the thought of various groups to better

~derstanding

and acceptance of the motives which

~derlie

his

own professional philosophy and the philosophy of the school or
system which he represents.
One of the first consiuerations in the organization of an adult education schOOl is the philosophy of the teachers themselves.

There

are teachers who will not succeed in adult teaching; they area

those

whose philosophy of education has not advanced beyond the "child
centered class-room", or the "class-room controls needed for teachLag adolescents."

Some difficulty has been encountered in maintaining
programs of adult education under auspices of the
pu'blic-schaol system because of the tendency to use
teachers of the regular day class~s for the adult
classes. Particularly is this true when teachers of
day classes are given extra pay to ta~e on evening
classes as an extra burden. There is a tendency to
overload the capable teachers to the detriment of
both the regular and the adult classes. Furthermore,
ma~ teachers who are successful with children and
adolescents are unsuccessful with adult groups. l~

A better plan would be to

ma~e

up the faculty of an adult school to

a lar5e extent of persons who are especially interested in this type
13

Engelhardt, Fred, Public School Administration, (Ginn and Oompan¥,
1931) p. 531

9

or teaching; perhaps

s~pplementing

oasional person from the

b~siness

the

reg~ar

facQlty with an oc-

or professional world, or with a

teacher from the day schools who has a special slant on a
or a special

techniq~e

of presentation, or perhaps one who

enjoy the variety in type of teaching in order to
large his

stim~ate

wo~d

and en-

~deratandi~s.

The recognition that the teaching of
which differ from those
ant.

s~bject

~sed

ad~lts req~ires techni~~es

in teaching ohildren is very import-

The child is learning for the first time, the adQlt is often

reharning or break:ing down preconceived ideas; the child is sent,
the adQ!t comes of his own free will; the child
ad~t

m~st

stay, the

will leave if he is not happy and learning what to him seems

worthwhile; the child is forming a set of habits, the adQlt's habits may have to be modified,

o~t

the adolescent, there are a great

they are formed.
ma~

conflicting

which must be dealt with; while the adult is
a desire to better himself.

In the case of
~ges

u8~ally

and drives

motivated with

The adQ!t is always very sensitive.

The more he needs schooling, the more sensitive he is, and the teacher who accepts him as he is and

b~ilds

his self-respect can do him

much good, but one who tries to discipline him into conforming into
patterns other than those he motivates for himself will arouse his
resentment.
With the above

~derstandings

mak:e good teachers for adults.

in view, these are the qualities which
First, he or she mQst really believe

10

that the object of

education is to aid men and women to de-

~dult

Sire to live with their fellow-men in love and

~derstanding,

to share their concepts of a greater and fuller life.

and

~econd,

he

or she whould be willing to accept the individual who attends his
classes as a valuable entity in uod's world, and to devote his
and learnings toward

~folding

skills

that personality.

If man is made in the likeness of God, mine is the
privilege to help reveal his UOd-like ~ualities. 14
The third quality of a teacher of adults is that he or she shall be
a mature person, whose breacith of
spect of his classes.

~derstanding

will invite the re-

.Fourth, that his or her scholarship must be

dynamic and progressive.

rlowever, his training and interests should

not be so highly specializeu as to remove him from sympathetic contact with the learners.

iir. G. L•.Maxwell said:

We have found that adults can be taught by people
who are not far auvancea.beyond them in euucation,
but who do possess ~derstanQings of the lives and
pro blems of thdr s tucient s. 'rhis means that the
leadership for a great aa.ult education movement is
already among us -- we do not need to 'iiai t on the
training of a large number of specialists. 15
The fifth Y.,ual i ty of a good aQul t teacher is that his personal i ty
should be inviting, with warmth and
iroD3, and coercion.

~derstanding

devoid of sarcasm,

Sixth, he must be willing to devote his

time and. interests for the cause of adul t education, because

.!

Teach"

Author

14

From the poem Shall

15

Maxwell, G. L., "The EdUCb.tional Program of the ,jorks Progress
Administration", Lecture - (Midwest Conference, 1937)

~known.

11

he considers it a great and PQrposefQl life work.

Seventh, that

he or she will have a wholesome OQtlook on all phases of life that
can inspire and inflQence his stQdents in working OQt their own
problems.

Eighth, that he has set for himself high goals of hwman

understanding, bl1t exemplifies the adage that, "Everyman knows something that I do not know, thro\lgh that I learn from him."

Above all,

the philosophy of adult edl1cation teachers should be, "We have something which we think will make the lives of people richer and we wish
to share it with others."
In closing this chapter, the writer will

~uote

Dr. Philip L. Seman,

General Director of the Jewish People's Institl1te of Chicago, who
said:
Had our teachers, spiritual leaders, and institutions
of learning at large fought for constructive ethical
thinking, and had these institQtions and leaderS really
taught QS to live with our fellow-men in love and understanding, there never would have been the present need
for anyone anywhere in the world to think in terms of world
courts, leagQes of nations, or activities organized to
strengthen our international relationS. Had these same
agencies in any way concerned themselves with some legitimate association of constrQctive ideas and ideals, there
never WOQld have been war, nor would we be facing the need
to recaptQre from a torn and bleeding world those ideals of
civilization which men die for, and to preserve them so that
other men may have something to live for. 16

16

Seman,.Dr. Philip L., LectQre, Mid-West InstitQte and Conference
Adult EdQcation, George Williams COllege;-Wisconsin.
(Lecture Reporting Service, Chicago, Illinois - 1937)

CHAPTER II
DEVELOPMENT OF
EJ.EMENTARY AND SECONDARY NIGHT SCHOOLS
FOR ADULTS IN LOUISVILLE
In considering what has been done in adult education in Louisville,

it

se~ms

interesting to review briefly the early plan for this ser-

vice.
First Night Schools in Louisville.

As early as the year 1875-1876

there were three night schools in Louisville.

They were for boys

and young men only, and. were financed by the Board of Trustees of
the Public Schools of Louisville.

The following table shows the

enrollment, attendance, and cost of each. 1
TABLE I

Night SchoolS in Louisville, 1875-1876
No. Remaining

Average

Average

En-

No. Be-

No.

rolled

Entire Term

longing

Teachers

No.

Cost
Per
Salary Pu.pil

$ 1,268

Eastern

438

132

263

9

Western

207

151

166

5.4

838.50

5.05

Oentral

243

102

143

4.8

755.50

5.28

Total

886

19.2 $ 2,862.00

~.OO

1

Annual Report,

572

$4.82

Board of Trustees, The Public Schools of Louisville. (Year ending June 1876) p. 31
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These schools were condQcted from November through February each
year.

An interesting letter signed by F. C. Leber, President of

the Board of

~rQstees

and members of the Standing Committee on

Night Schools, seems worth recording.
fate of the school.

It forecasts the probable

By contrasting the schools it describes with

the first night high school which will be described later we can
See that interest in edQcation for adQlts grew, that attitudes
became very mQch better, and that the age of the persons attending was higher.
Night Schools For Boys and YoWlg Men, 1875-1876
'lhese schools were opened the third Monday in October and
closed on the last brid~ in FebrQary. They were designed
to afford means of instrQction to a class of boys and
yOQ!lg men that cannot attend the day schools, and they can
accomplish much in the way of instrQcting some in the first
rQdiments of learning, helping others to a larger cQltQre,
and giving them power to help themselves. A large number
availed themselves of the opportQnities so generoQsly provided by the Board of TrQstees, attended regQlarly and
made diligent efforts to improve, while, I regret to state,
a considerable aumber of evil-disposed boys entered only
for the pQrpose of affording an eXCQse to their parents or
guardians for being OQt at night, attended on an average
one night each week, and resorted to every effort to annoy
their teachers and to hinder those who really desired to
learn. Unless the organization and discipline of these
schools be brought to a high state of perfection, and none
bQt well qQalified and experienceu teachers be employed,
mQch of the expenditQre for their sQPport will literally
be thrown away. It woQld be an excellent idea to expel,
if possible, the disorderly element now in the schools and
with the amount of money that coQld thereby be saved to establish one or more schools for the benefit of girls and
yOWlg ladies who are compelled to labor dQring the day.
Many would gratefQlly appreciate and gladly accept the opportunity to make QP for the neglect and deprivation of
earlier years. 2
2

Annual Reporta

LoQisville Board of TrQstees (School year ending
June, 1876) p. 78
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The members of the Board of Trustees composing the Standing Commit tee on Night Schools were Messrs. John

Dresch~r,

J. B. Atkin-

son, Dr. M. K. Allen, John Hoertz, J. F. Canine, N. Finzer (honorary) and F. C. Leber, President.
Early Night Schools in Louisville.

From 1876 until 1891 there

were night schools conducted by the Louisville Board of Trustees. 3
They were located at the following places: (I) the Finzer School,
on Broadway between Clay ana Shelby, (2) the Main Street School,
on liITain between Jackson and Hancock; (3) the ']!enth ward School,
at the corner of Green (now Liberty) and Thirteenth, (4) the Madison Street School, corner Seventeenth and ..;uncan.

The work was not

offered at each place continuously during the above dates.

~e-

mentary school subjects were offered for persons unable to attend
the day schools.
only.

The schools mentioned were for the white people

There were two others, one in the eastern part of the city and

one in the western part, for Negroes.

The following table will show

that each of the schools was well attended.
TABLE II

Night Schools in Louisville, 1887
Name of
School

No.
Enrolled

No. at
Close of yr.

Daily Attendance Average
Grades 1-8
Enrollment

Third Ward

327

173

172

215

Main Street

266

171

177

207

:Madison Street

420

269

292

338

1013

613

641

760

Total
3 Report,

Louisville School Board of Trustees. (Year ending June 1887)
p. 7
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Du..rUJg the year 1886-1887 these three night schools were conducted
for white people

~nd

two others for colored.

The following year, 188'7-1888, the same three schoolS, 'llhird Ward,
~nain

Street, and

~~dison

Street, conducted Night Schools,

The total

enrollmtmt in the evenings the second. year was 10:30; number at the
close of the tbrm 681; daily attenQance 68'7; average enrollment 814.
This was an increase of 46 in daily attendance in grades 1 to 8.
The next year 1888-1889, a night school waS started at Seventeenth and
.Duncan,

anci

although there were now four night schools the total en-

rollment was Slightly less than. in the three as they were conducted
1886-1888; however, the attenQance was

bett~r.

This is probably due

to the fact that transportation in those days was difficult.

The

total enrollment was 1006; number of pupilS at the close 6'79; average
daily attendance 666; ana average enrollment '794.
'l~eachers'

Salaries.

Teachers' salaries in the first night schools

in Louisville averages ~149.90 each for four months, or ~:3'7.48 per

month.

The average cost per pupil was

~5.00.

average

s~lary

for four months or

per teacher was

~143.'77

In 1888-1889 the
~~5.94

per

month; while the average cost per pupil was ;P4.78. 4
Newsboys Home Night School.

Wnile E. O. Holland was Superintendent

of Louisville Public Schools, a night school was conducted at the
4

Report:

Louisville School Board. (Years ending June 1888, 1889.)
pp. 6-8
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Newsboys Home at what is now the Neighborhood House, First and
Walnut Streets, from September 1, 1895, until July 1, 1913.
principal, Mrs. Mattie B.

Tuc~er,

was very interested in boys and

her efforts to conduct a school in which the boys who
get an education were very commendable.
Mrs. Mattie

Tuc~er's

The

wor~ed

could

The following copy of

appeal for the school is found in the First

Report of the Louisville Board of Education. 4
Superintendent E. O. Holland
Louisville Public Schoo18
Dear Sir. The Newsboys Home School - or more correctly
speaking, a night school conducted in a building known
as the "Home for Newsboys and Waifs" - i8 unique in the
fact that it bears the distinction of being the only one
of its kind in existence. The building, light and heat
are furnished by the Directors of the Home, while the
equipment is supplieu by the Board of Education, and is
in every respect directly under its control. The session
begins in the latter part of September and closes the
following April.
Why have a night school here, instead of in a regular

school building~ When the Home was established there was
a library well filled with books of every ~ind, but to the
astonishment of the Directors they found that many of the
boys who fre~uented the Home were unable to read. Judge
R. H. Thompson, founder of the Home, and other members of
the directorate, set to work to meet the difficulty. Finally, an appeal was made to the School Board to assist in
establishing a night school in this building. No difficulty arose in explaining the need, and the result was,
that the school waS opened September 2, 1895, with a regularly appointed teacher, one who had had experience in
teaching boys. Later girls were admitted.
!he opening night found seven boys in the improvised school

room.
4

Ready for

First Report:

work~

No:

Simply determined to break up

Board of Education, Louisville, Kentuc~. (Year
ending June 1911 and June 19l2.)pp. 206, 207
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the school. When called to order one boy said "How
longts this tere school going to ~eep," Another said,
"How much do you git for teaching us," The teacher,
realizing what was before her and feeling that she must
be careful, asked, "'.¥hat do you think: I ought to get""
One boy said, "Eighteen dollars a month." The first boy
responded, "What do you ta~e her for, a scab?1t The
teacher was accustomed to boys and proved herself e~ual
to the occasion, and about thirty boys enrolled within
a few days.
The seven boys - charter members - proved valuable aides
to the school, and 4eveloped into men that would be a
credit to any community. One of them is an officer in the
United States ar~ and is stationed now in A1as~a; one is
a Health Officer in a Western City; one is a dentist in
our own city; one is an electrician; one has a tailoring
establishment; one is connected with a large ary-goods
firm; one is dead.
The school continued to grow, and at the end of the third
year the attendance demanded an additional teacher. After
five years, boo~~eeping was added to the curriculum. The
faculty now numbers four teachers, with an annual enrollment of over one hundred and fifty. Since its opening about
twenty-three hunarea boys and girls have received instruction in the school. ~uring the past year sixty-two foreigners,
representing eleven nationalities, were enrolled, ranging in
ages from sixteen to Sixty, not one of whom knew the use of
an English sentence when he entered the school. Their progress was satisfactory - in fact, surprising - and ma~ of them
have returned this year, anxious to pursue their studies in
higher grades. This is now the "Special School" for foreigners.
Not a pupil has ever been sent out of the school for misconduct. A simple request from the teacher is always fOllowed
by instant obedience. Mal.I¥ of these boys and girls come
directly from wor~ and take up the evening task. Do they
deserve our sympathy and help' The same teacher who took
charge of the school on the opening night has been Principal
during the seventeen years of its existence, and in addition
to this has the class of foreigners.
Respectfully submitted,
Mrs. Mattie B. Tucker,
PrinCipal
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First Night School for

wor~ing

Men.

Through a conference with

Mr. R. E. Daugherty, Assi.tant Superintendent, Louisville Public
Schools, the writer found out some interesting things about the
first night school offered in Louisville for

wor~ing

men only.

It was conducteQ at the Manual Training High School, 1914-1915.
Professor O. L. Reid was Superintendent of Schools at the time,

Mr. E. P. Chapin was the principal, and Mr. R. E.

~augherty

was

the representative to the industries from the Doard of Education.
The school was advertised by meand of newspaper notices and handbills, Nov. 16, 1914, and the large number of men who responded
to the invitation far exceeded the expectation of the promoters.

At first men Came out of curiosity, but a large number remained
and attended regularly for 20

tion in Louisville was represented.
newspaper office; tobacco
and machine apprentices;

Nearly every

wee~s.

occupa-

There were helpers from the

wor~ers; wire-wor~
cler~s;

~own

mechanics; machinists

brewery hands; electrical apprenti-

ces; Mengel Box Compan3 hands; Assistant Superintendent Mantel Company; Inspector, American Protection Company; lumber
mechanics; drug

cler~s;

iron-wor~s

cler~s;

auto

hands; coffee roaster; organ

builder; and helpers in lead and color

wor~.

The various classes

and enrollment in each were: arithmetic 43; electricity 96; mechanical drawing 82;

blac~smithing

istry 19; machine shop 54.

58;

wood-wor~ing

35; practical chem-

The average attendance was 390 and 443.

The average age of those attending was 24 years.

The school was
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free to all under 20 years of age, and a fee of ten CdIlts per week:
was charged those over twenty.
Board of Education.

Materials were furnished by the

Teachers in night classes were regular day

teachers, out in every shop class the teacher was a man who had
practical experience in the industries.

The following statement

comes from the Fourth Report of the Louisville Board of Education: 5
From the interest taken, and the concensus of opinion
of the men at the close of the session regarding the
Value of the work to them, the night school was a success in every way.
The City Railway Company furnished patrons of the night school with
school checks at half price, the same as for uay pupils.
In a note from the principal,

E. P. Chapin, to the Board of Education,

we find the following statement:
The Board of EdUCation and Superintendent of SchoolS
have met a great need in a very wise and generous manner in establislling a trade night school, which, I believe, will become more and more valuable to working
men in the city.
Ahrens Trad.e Night School.

The next night school that this study

will mention is the one at Ahrens l'rade School, 546 Sou.th .t.i'irst
Street, which seems to have continued throughout the 1920's until
it closed in

19~1.

The Vocational

~ay

School had been established.

It attracted the attention of Mr. Theodore Ahrens, owner of the
Ahrens Iron and Brass.lorks, who gave the money to establish the
present school which bears his name, The Theodore Ahrens Trade
High Schoo!,
5

to proTide instruction in a variety of trades for both

Fourth Report:

Board of Education, Louisville,
ing Juiie~, 1915.) p. 241

Kentuc~.

(Year end-

20
~len

boys and girls.

grew the plan to extend its servioes to those

who could not attend the day school.

Miss Ethel

pal, re:ports that the night school was well

Love11~

the prinoi-

attended;that~

in fact,

at times its attendance was larger than that of the day school.
The statistics for this school have been recordea with those of
otht:r night schools conu.\lcted at the same time, and the writer aoes
not have the separate information.

The average number

attenai~',

and

the sa.la.ries paiu for the last three yearsbef'ore the night schools
closed. is shown in the following table:
TABLE III

Night SchoolS in

1l&te

Louisville~

Average Number
Belonging

1928-1931

Salaries
Teachers and Principals

1928-1929

676

;J 18,040.00

1929-1930

967

20,359.77

1930-1931

1,222

19,481.37

Ahrens Trade Nii:;ht School served man,y people and its loss Vias keenly
felt by those who had not finished. the courses they had started, after
it closed. in 1931.

6

Reports:

Louisville Board of Eaucation, (Years ending June 1929,
t30~ '31) pp. 44-52-55
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Elementary and Secondary Night Schools For
The Federal Emergency Relief Program of
cation for adults in

Ad~lts

in

Lo~isville.

Ad~ t Ed~catio.ll.

Lo~isville, xent~c~

Free edu-

under the Federal Emer-

gency Relief Administration began December, 19ZI, and was contin~ed

under the Works Progress Admi.llistration in April, 19Z5.

Its original

p~pose was to give employment to unemployed teachers.

Statistics show that when the Federal Program started in 1933 there
were reported 188,000 unemployed teachers in the United State •• 1
Its major objective was to furnish
to the many unemployed persons.
mental balance of

o~r

constr~ctive

u.se of leisure time

In other words, to help keep the

citizens in time of stress; to direct thinking

into purposeful channels; and to enlarge abilities so that many
be

co~ld

prepared to enter new fields of endeavor when work again became

available.
The funds with which to carryon this work in

Lo~i8ville

came from

The Federal Emergency Relief Administration through the State uepart-

ment of

Ed~cation.

In December, 1933, the Federal Emergency Relief

administered to the State of

Kent~ckY

the following awns of money, to

be increased monthly as provision was made therefor. 2

1 Allen, Lindsey E., History ~~ Ed~cation ~ xent~cky, Thesis
U.Iliversity of Kent~c~, 1941, p. 8
2

.!!!!.,

p. lZ
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,

~,ooo

for Rural Ed~cation
for Education of Illiterate.
for Vooational Ed~cation
for Vooational Rehabilitation
of the Physically Handioapped
for General Ad~lt Ed~oat10n
Tbtal

Z,OOO
15,000
2,600
9,000
, 59,600

shared in this grant, although the specific

Lo~isville

amo~ts

for

louisville are not available, sinoe the program was administered on
a state-wide basis.
The State program was

~der

the direction of Dr. James H. Riohmond,

Superintendent of Public Instruction for the State of
s~pervision

of SpeCial
~.

Xent~o~.

The

was vested in Mr. Homer W. NioholS, Director, Division

In

Ed~cation.

Frederick Archer,

the Louisville

Lo~isville,

S~perintendent

Ad~t Ed~cation

the Board of
of

Program.

P~blio

Ed~oation thro~h

Schools, sponsored

Mr. R. E.

Da~herty,

ASsist-

ant Superintendent, who had been interested in earlier night schools
in

Lo~isville,

was appointed co-ordinator for the program and the of-

fice of the Local Supervisor of the F.ERA Program was located next to
his office. Z The first local 8~pervisor was Mr. Fred Conn, who was
followed in six months by Mr. O. A. Harris, who in
by Mr. L. L.

H~dson,

J~

Mr.

1941.

H~son

Mr. HUdson left the program, the writer
sarrat School, and all

re~rt8

t~n

was followed

served one year.

8~pervised

After

the work at MOn-

were made directly to Mr. Lindsey E.

ZDaugherty, R. E., Information

thro~h

personal interview.

Allen. State Supervisor of the program.
The program was promoted through the Louisville newspapers, churches,
clubs, industries, and public libraries.

Miss Sara Landau was ap-

pointed organizer of classes.
At first the work was varieu and somewhat unrelated.
twenty or more persons could
lish was stressed.

re~uest

Any group of

a teacher for any subject.

Eng-

If an unemployed teacher who needed work was a-

Vailable a class was started.

By the end of the third year a total

of nearly 100 teachers had engaged in the work.
per year was thirty-seven.

The average number

There were established classes in Lit-

eracy and Elementary Education for very underprivileged persons in
the County Jail and

~he

City

~ork-House;

there were teachers who

worked with the pal-tly disabled persons in the convalescent wardS of
the Louisville City Hospital (now the General Hospital); with convalescent persons in Waverly Hills SanitoriQm; with persons who needed mental interests in the Cook Henevolent Home; and with persons who
were able to learn handicrafts in the Kings

~aughters

Home.

There

were two teachers at the Children's bree Hospital in occupational
handicrafts; there were classes in parent education and psychology
at the libraries; and for Parent-Teacher Association groups at their
respective schools.

There were classes in English and elementary

school subjects inCluding physical and mental hygiene at various community centers.

Many illiterates were reached by house to house
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calls.

Some of the centers which cooperated in the elementary

and parent edQcation phases of the WPA Adult Education Program
were. 4
The
The
The
The
The
The

WeBley HOuse - Shelby and Washington Streets
Rose Hudson CommQnity Oenter - 2509 Portland Avenue
Baptist Mission - Broo~ and Jefferson Streets
VolQnteers of America - 401 Fehr Avenue
Oabbage Patch Settlement HOQse - 1413 South Sixth Street
Neighborhood HOQse - 428 South First Street

There were classes in Workers Education in some of the indQstries.
Other classes were established in the Y.M.O.A.; the Y.W.C.A.; and
the Y.M.R.A.

English and .l!'oreign Languages were taught; alSO,

there were classes in Americallization for the foreign-born who desired to learn to read and write English and to understand something of the customs of the United States and the form of government.
Teachers were placed where there seemed to be the greatest need for
them.

Although any center, which had as many as twenty persons who

. wished to be taught could request the services of a teacher, not all
of them could be

s~pplied beca~se

the FEBA restrictions to persons

in need limited the number of competent teachers available.

TheA

too, some of the experienced teachers who were available were not
able to hold the interest of adults.
The more academic branches of the Adult F.ducation Program were of-

fered in the
"

p~blic

libraries.

Barris, O. A., BQlletin.,

~

~.

Harold Brigham, Louisville Li-

Olasses In Louisville, 1936
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brarian, and Miss Bernioe Bell, Children's Librarian, were espeoially interested in the

ad~lt

program.

Also, olose

exist-

~derstanding

ed between the teaohers and the librarians in oharge of all departments of the main library and all its branohes.
to the faot that Mr. O. A. Harris, Looal

This was partly

S~pervisor,

d~e

held the teaoher's

meetings in the library a~ditori~ every Sat~day morning, and vario~s
members of the library staff met with the
Perhaps a very brief

pict~e

gro~p.

of the work done at some of these places

is appropriate here.
The Rose Hudson

Comm~ity

In Portland, the oldest seotion of

Center.

Loaisville, Mrs. Katherine La Gros
taught

gro~ps

in elementary

cond~cted

s~bjects

literacy classes and

and homemaking.

The men and wo-

men who attended came from the homes in the community.
tle or no schooling, while others had not bad an
tQ get

in8tr~ction.

capable.

An

~hey

Some had lit-

opport~ity

for years

responded to Mrs. La Gros, who was kind and

interesting project

conti~ed

there for five years.

Mrs.

18 Gros, with an occasional assistant, brought interest and color to
lives that might otherwise have been exceedingly drab.
fhe Oity Hospital.

At the City Hospital, Mrs. Anna

~

Carrico

b~ilt

a very interesting project in the literacy and elementary field.
She not only taught many convalesoent patients to read and write,
b~t

she also provided others with reading materials and handicraft.
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Mrs. Carrico followed up some of the oases when they left the hospital, and was the means of directing many of them to new interests,
new life, and new hope.

She was especially interested in the "polio"

oases, and visited them in their homes after they left the hospital.
Americanization Cl&8Se8.

Classes for foreign-born persons who were

preparing for citizenship were taught at the

Y.~H.A.

by Mrs. Eva

Snyder, and at the Neighborhood House by Miss lbnta Rae Tunstall.
Mrs. Snyder was herself a naturalized American citizen, born in
Russia.

She is an enthusiastio person who speaks five languages.

She served during World War I as a Red Cross Nurse.

Mrs. Snyder

worked with the adult program for a year or two, but .Miss Tunstall
continued until the close of the work in 1943.

Several organizations

became interested and there were capable sponsors.

the Refugee Re-

lief Association, The Council of Jewish Women, The Colonial Dames,
The Daughters of The American Revolution, and The Women's Auxiliary
of the Amer ican Legion.
The Transient Bureau School.

One of the very interesting projects

was conducted at the Louisville Transient Bureau, 307 South Fifth
Street.

Here, for three years, Mise Elizabeth Green aided in the

rehabilitation of unemployed men by means of the one-room countyschool technique.

She gathered about her books, charts, writing ma-

terials, etc., and with a branch reading library furnished by the
Louisville Public Library, she taught men of varying abilities, from
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total illiterates to oollege
wandering from plaoe to plaoe
work, were
bor

ho~8ed

These were men who, while

grad~ates.
througho~t

the nation, in search for

for a time at the 1Tansient Hotel at the Old La-

Some of them dropped into school for

~mple.

j~st

a rew lessons

in letter writing, arithmetic, or spelling, while others came con-

stantly for several months.
~der

the

~

s~pervisor,

~p

started December,

19~~,

and it continued after May,

the Transient
followeu

This was one of the very first projects

Burea~

while Mr. Fred Conn was
19~5,

~der

closed in the fall of 1957.

the 'i.PA.

~til

Miss Green has

her aoquaintance with some of these men and i8 grati-

fied to learn that many have responsible jobs and are worth3 oitiz~ns.

She says, aunemployment daring those years was more of a dis-

grace to the nation than to the
Waverly Hills Sanitorium.
s~ffering

from

Ad~lt Ed~cation

Ester Baskill, who
~sed

~sed

were given active participation in the

Many

dreary

ho~s

througho~t

the

Each

p~pil

Mrs. Baskill sat on the por-

ohes with the patients who were able to be
were broadcast

were brightened by Mrs.

a system of teaching by radio.

an ear-phone attached to his bed.

lect~res

who were its victims."

At the Waverly Hills Sanitoriwm, persons

t~berc~osis

Program.

individ~als

~p,

and her lessons and

b~ilding.

She brought

80

mach good-fellowship and oheer that the patients looked forward to
her classes twice weekly.
were prepared to enter

Through these lessons some of the patients

reg~lar

high schOOl or college after they

were dischargeu from the hospital, while others were enabled to take
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positions through which they could be
These are

j~st

tarian".

There were others,

self-s~pporting.

a few of the projects that might be termed "humanib~t

the writer mentions these

beca~se

she visited each of them and is reporting first hand information,
Vocational Classes.

Classes in

1935-58 in the National Theater

b~siness ed~cation

B~ilding.

were

cond~cted

Here Miss Vera Herrell,

assisted by Mrs. Badge stoner, and Mrs. Henrietta Roach taught typewriting, shorthand,

spelling, English, filing and book-

b~siness

keeping.
The Parkland Library

B~siness Ed~cation

active for several years.
Mrs. Julia Hamilton,

&lld

Classes were

Here Miss Delazine Rardin, assisted by
Miss Florence O'Bryan,

shorthand, typewriting, and business practice.
very

s~ccessfulll

ta~ght

classes in

This service was

In both the centrally located center and the Park-

val~ble.

land Center which is in the

so~thwest

section of thecity, many per-

sons were trained in skills which helped them gain livel1hoo.d.
Branch Library Classes.
where

~.

o.

and Miss Rose
review of

A. Harris,
~

Other classes were held at Shawnee Branch
s~pervisor,

cond~cted

a current events class,

Reilly taught classes in English diction and the

c~rrent

literature.

At the Highland Branch, Miss Reilly

taught classes in English; Mrs. Winnefred Strode taught bTench; and
the writer trained

gro~ps

in parliamentary procedure and

p~blio
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speaking.

At the Crescent Hill Branch, the socially-minded Miss

Sallie Berryman sponsored an active
1934-1938.
gro~p,

Here Mr. Harris

Ad~lt Ed~cation

cond~cted

a

c~rent

Program from

events

Mr. J. O. Heckel taught German, and the writer

classes in English, parliamentary

disc~ssion
con~cted

interior decorat-

proced~re,

and

a~ditori~

in the basement of the

ing.
Main Library Classes.

The small

Main Library, at Fourth and York Streets, was the center for several
active and interested
here were

cond~cted

When Mlss

Landa~

were

contin~ed

gro~ps.

by

~S8

Sara

Landa~

left the program,

in economics and English.

Febr~ary,

1935, these classes

by the writer, who also organized a

class and condu.cted an open
p~blic

The first classes organized to meet

interest.

were taught by Mr.

for~

for the

p~blic

disc~ssion

speaking

of prohlems of

Languages, French, German, Spanish, and Italian,
J~es

Moran, and Mr. J. O. Heckel, while Miss

Mabel Nichols directed a parent

ed~catioa

group in psychology and

children's problems.
The classes at the libraries were very active for three years, 1934
throu.gh 1937.

They were

interr~pted

by the flood, 1937, but some

of them resumed meetings after the libraries were reconditioned.
te.Bro~p. contin~ed

A

meeting in libraries u.n.ti1 1941.

These informal classes enrolled

n~erous

ment in each 1s hardly available now

persons.

beca~se

The exact enroll-

teacher's reports were

not compiled into one report from the city of

Lo~isville

State Office.

Harris compile data

However, the writer helped

~.

to the

from time to time and she has in her files a record of the totals.
By comparing these with the record given by the State Office for
1934 to 1937, she considers these

enrolled 14 General Ed~cation Classes
enrolled in Literacy Gro~pl
enrolled in Parent Ed~cation and Current Events
Classel
Total from 1934 to 1937

7,000
During the

s~er

fig~es acc~ateJ

of 1937 a survey was made by IPA teachers which

revealed 5,880 total 111iterates who were visited and invited to
take advantage of the

opport~ity

to learn to read and write.

Not all the 7,000 persons who enrolled in the general

ed~cation

classes were seeking

~s~ally

derstand the term.
needs or interests.

"ed~cat1on"

14 the sense that we

They were seeking something to satisfy their
The significant fact 1s that they

satisfactions by attending classes.
ma~

so~ht

the

The reader will remember that

of these persons were victims of enforced idleness which might

have led into
of

un-

c~iosity

vario~s ~wort~

channelS.

Some attended classes

o~t

or merely to pass the time; became interested; and

started programs of study which opened new fields of interest and
developed their abilities.
Origin ami DevelOfment of The

Ad~ t

Education High School.

The first

three years, 1934-1937, brought to light the great need for an organ-
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izedsecondary school for adults.

The classes under the FERA

and iPA had been informal, somewhat unrelated, and chiefly con-

cerned with morale building.
It happened that in Louisville several very capable teachers were
available.

Some of these were women teachers who had left the pro-

fession because they preferred marriage and home-making, or because
they were forced out, by the ru.ling of the Louisville Board of Education, which did not permit married women to teach.

When the eco-

nomic depression came, they found it necessary to use their earning
capacity, and since they were trained teachers they were glad to
get the work.

other. had retired from the classroom because they

had su.tficient funds to enjoy living without earning.

They lost

their savings, through bank failures, and they too had to return to
work.

Then too, the teaching field was somewhat overcrowded.

Many

persons who had been employed in indu.stry during the previous years
were thrown out of work whea the i.nda.atriea cloled •. Some ot theae
were college graduates, who cou.ld qualify for teaching jobs by taking

a few courses in education.

During the first years of the adult program, the organization of
classes and the gaining and holding of interest were entirely the
responsibility of the teacher.

Some failed, others were quite suc-

aessfu.! in holding the interest of large classes, and, though knowing

well the temporary na tu.re of the program, they pla.n.ned their
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work, with the view that all education is worth-while,

80

that when

o.o.e of the ir number was cut oft the program by VlPA ru.l1.ngs, another
cou.ld take the place and work toward a permanent program.
The writer of this thesis observed much of the work of various teacheri.

She became interested in the belief that there should be an.

orga.o.iled secondary school, so that persons who were eager and willing to attend regu.larly might pursue a planned course of study.

She

set about trying to show the WPA Supervisor that such a school was
feasible.

She began a closer study of the persons who came to her

classes at

~he ~1n

Library.

MaQy, having been cut off from former

pl1rsuits, were seeking mental interests.

Some were unemployed and

spent their days in endlessly searching for work.
ped into the library to rest or read.

Often they drop-

In that way they saw the bu.l-

letin-board which announced the WPA classes.

Others were employed

at any kind of Job that was available; while still others held good
jobs but were 1.0. need of stiml1lating interests •. One thing was evident.

they were all seeking to adjust to the emergencies which con-

fronted them in an economic depression.

They needed encouragement,

they needed guidance; they needed more training.

Some bad started to

work too young; others had held blind-alley jobs; others had Job
training for which there was no demand; then, too, there were few
available k1.o.ds of work.

There were in each class bright, ambitiou8

persons who were willing to study and to help others.

Some of these

Clasl-members were selected for class-secretaries and group leaders.

Right attitudes of mutual helpfulness quickly developed.
By using questionnaires, personality sheets, and finally standardized achievement tests, the writer sought to determine the placement needs of such a group of persons. 6

The first groups to be

tested were meeting at the Main Library.

Of 150 class members, 109

took the tests.

The following results were obtaineda

10 persons had reached a grade
18 persons had reached a grade
47 persons had reached a grade
20 persons b.a.d reached a grade
10 persons had reached a grade
4 were college graduates

level
level
level
level
level

of 6 or below
of 7 or 8
of a to 10
ot 10 to 12
of 12 to 14

':tWenty-six of the 109 had attended the Y.M.C.A. Nit!;ht School or one
of the business colleges; but tew could, at that time, afford to pay
tuition.
These findings served to strengthen the belief that

~WPA

Education

could best serve Louisville by establishing a free school of secondary level where adults could get standard work.

Then with the help

of Miss Rose Jk Reilly, the writer made observations of the classes
which met at the branch libraries.

The results were stmilar.

writer then studied qualification of the teachers.

The

She found that

there were several teachers in the program with high school experience and thus she reasoned, "Here are people who need to be taught
high school branches of study, and here are teacher. who can do the
6 Oooperative Achievement Tests, (Amerioan Council on Education,
New York, 1935)

work.

Why not bring them

together~"

The FERA was transferred to the Works Progress Administration in
~

1935, and Mr. O. A. Harris

the work.

contin~ed

S~pervisor

of

Therefore, as soon as she completed the above mentioned

observations, the writer began to
q~lified

to serve as

pers~ade

Mr. Harris to bring the

teachers together in one centrally located place, and to

schedule classes in all
mathematics, social

fo~

st~dies,

fields of the secondary school, English,
and

nat~al

sciences.

Mr. Harold Brigham, Librarian of the Louisville

P~blic

Libraries,

also became interested in the idea, and considered the organization
of

s~ch

a school at the Library at Fourth and York Streets, since

there were three rooms and the
~se

by WPA classes.

school

wo~d

soon

Du'jng

o~tgrow

the library capacity; also, that it was the
Ed~cation

to

f~nish

a school building for

p~poses.

the months of March through June, 1936, Mr. O. A. Harris,

thzough his

c~rrent

English and

p~blic

s~s

at the Library already in

However, Mr. Brigham felt that an organized

function of the Board of
ed~cational

a~ditoriwa

events classes, and the writer, through her
speaking classes, tried to find

of opinion or desire for an

organize~

o~t

school for

the concen-

ad~lts.

~oh

enthusiasm was expressed and reported.
On the evening of

J~y

stand in Shawnee Park.

16, 1936, a mass meeting was held at the bandSeveral

enth~siastic

women volunteered to
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work for a high school and
end of the city.
meeting places.

req~ested

that it be held in the west

Mr. Harris agreed to make
He

cons~ted

inq~irle8 abo~t

Dr. Zenos Scott,

S~perintendent

Louisville SchoolS, and it was agreed that the portable
at Shawnee High School might be

~sed,

possible
of

b~ildings

provided that the cost of

~ti-

lities and janitorial services were paid by the users.
On September 7th at 7aOO P.)L registration began for the first term
of the Adu.lt Night High School u.nder the w'PA Edu.cational Program. It
was soon seen that the number who registered wou.ld not -be su.fficient
to meet the $57 per month necessary for the u.se of two portable
b~ildings.

The enrollment fell below the expected number becau.se

the

of the movement was in the central part of town and at-

n~cle~s

tendance at Shawnee was prohibitive becau.se the distance requ.ired
carfare.
The next step was to find a cheaper place to meet. 7 This was accomplished by Miss Asanath Brewster, one of the members of the fac~ty

of the new school, who,

thro~h

the pastor of the Baptist Ohu.rch

at Forty-fou.rth and Main Streets, secu.red the u.se of three Sunday
School rooms for $25 per month.

This amou.nt was paid by the teachers

and pupils.

7 Under the WPA B~ing, Operating Procedu.re, G-I, (FUnds FOr Salaries,
Sponsor's Oontribu.tions - Hou.sing)

Olasses were begun in mathematics, social studies, general science,
and English.

The first teachers were Miss Elenora Smith, graduate

of Nazareth Oollege, mathematics and science; Miss Asanath Brewster,
graduate of Indiana State Normal, history and social studies; the
writer,

grad~te

of Eastern

xentuc~

State Teachers Oollege, English.

For six weeks, the Adult Night Righ School in the Sunday School rooms
worked very well, but when the weather became cold the only method
of heating was by gas stoves.

Then too, the church decided to use

the rent money to paint the inside of the building.

~e

combina-

tion of bitter cold weather, gas fumes and turpentine odor forced
the decision to move.
One of the class members then offered the use of her home which was
furnace heated.

Since there were seldom more than twenty-five per-

Sons present at a time, the offer was accepted and the school moved
to the home of Mrs. Nina Burkhead, Thirty-ninth and Market Streets.
Here the work continued until the end of the semester.
meeting was that memorable

j~iday

The last

in January when flood waters be-

gan to rise in the west end of Louisville.

Some of the streets were

covered with water when teachers and pupilS started for home.
Atter flood destruction was cleared away, the school began a second
semester.

This time the use of the Lutheran Church School at Thirty-

seventh and Del Park was obtained.
the faculty.

Miss Rose M. Reilly was added to

Miss Reilly brought eight pupilS from the Jefferson
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Street Branch Library English 01as8, and four from the English
Olass at the Southern Bell Telephone Company.

Also, since flood

water8 had caused the Main Library English Class to close, some of
the members of that group came to the Aciul t High School.

Perhaps

it should be noted here that the various projects in other places
had continued; that only the teachers who were needed for the high
school work were permitted to leave their original classes.
iaS8 Reilly and the writer continued to teach
as the night classes.

d~

Both

classes, as well

This seemed expedient Since the success of

the High School Project seemed far from certain.
The second semester ran more smoothly, attendance was good; the
teachers succeeded in holding and increaSing interest; and by June
20, 1937, fifty-four persons had completed one semester of high
school worlt, twenty-five of them one year.
During the entire first year there had been m.any requests for the
Adult High School to be centrally located.

Some of the library

classes, which had been disturbed by the flood, met during the
spring and swnmer months of 1937 at the Mlthodist Temple at Sixth
and Broadway.

In August a mass meeting was held at the Temple to

cOlUJider the continuation of the Adult High School.

lIr. Harris

was asked to confer with Dr. Zenas Scott and request the use of a
school building.

Ihile the group waited for Mr. Harris' report, they proceeded to
work-out class schedules and to formulate classes.

By September

7, 1937, 99 persons had registered for high school work.

The

groups met at the Methodist Temple for two weeks; the olass organizations were completed and everything was ready but the housing.
~.

ing.

Harris had not

s~oceeded

in getting the use of a school build-

Finally, through the efforts of Miss Mary Sue Bush and Miss

Oarolyn Graft, young women who wished to attend the school, the
offer of the use of a school building oame.

They had oalled on

Reverend Francis J. Timony, pastor of the Holy Hame Oatholic
at Third and Heywood.

Ch~oh,

Father Timony, who had the economic and sc-

cial welfare ot his parish very much at heart, said:
"We have & school building which we use during the d~,
but you are welcome to use it in the evenings. It is
paid for and we'd li~ it to serve as broadly as possible."
This graoious offer was gladly accepted and the Adult High School
moved to the southern part of the city, September 15, 1937.

A few

of those who had registered could not follow, but since janitorial
service and utilities were included with the use of the school, the
expenses were very light, being confined to carfare and books.
The attendance increased, and by the end of the first semester 110
persons were eligible for credit.
the second term.

There were 190 enrolled during

Miss Elizabeth Green, graduate of Transylvania

Oollege, Mrs. W1nnefred Strode,

~A.,

Oolumbia University; and Mrs.
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Mrs. Ester Haskell, graduate of Nazareth College; were added to the
facQlty, which DOW consisted of Miss Asanath Brewster, Miss Rose
Reilly, Miss Elizabeth Green, Mrs. Winne fred Strode, and Mrs. Ester
Haskell.

The writer was made principal.

The curriculum was planned on a credit basis, sixty clock hours
were allotted to each

s~bject.

In addition

to the four major fields,

English, mathematics, science and social sciences,
were offered, shorthand, typing, current events,
and Latin.

fo~

electives

p~b1ic

speaking,

The class in Latin was in reply to a speCial

req~est

by a number of persons who desired to become trained nurses.

The

writer is glad to report that 85 per cent of the original enrol1ment had followed through the seeming labyrinth, and that by the
end of the second year some of them. who had done
school work, were ready to graduate.
first enrollment
school work.

contin~ed

previo~s

high

Also, 80 per cent of the

untU they completed four years of high

The following table was taken from material contain-

ed in a report made to Mr. O. A. HarriS, WPA
1938, by the writer.

S~pervisor,

June I,

It contains the type of information which was

characteristic of WPA requests.
TABLE IV

Characteristics of ~tudent Body
Adult Education High School
1937-1938
Number enrolled first semester' Men 50, Women 60, Total 110
Nwaber enrolled second semester' Men 91, Women 99, Total 190
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Average age ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 28 yrs.
Youngest perso4 ••••••••••••••••••••••• 18
Oldest perso4 ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 71
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number
Number

unemployed ••••••••••••••••••••• 50
who earn 1eS8 than ijpl5 weeldy ••• 52
who earn more than. 415 weeldy ••• 62
who contrib~te to family bdgt ••• 25
of heads of families ••••••••••• 45
of ho~se.iveB •••••••••••••••••• 25

The classes were held from six to ten
through Friday.
one and
wee~

student

p~blic
co~d

each evening,

MOnd~

Each class met twice weeldy, and the periods ran

A few classes were offered once per

three-~uarters ho~.

for

otcloc~

discussion,

attend two,

one to five credits.

c~rent

fo~,

Sixty

events and

p~blic spea~ing.

or five evenings per

cloc~-ho~s

in

\f/ee~

A

and earn

attendance were

req~ired

for each credit. 8
The

h~rst

school

Graduating Class.

co~se

under the

The

Ad~ t

first persons to complete the high

High School were Mrs. Mae S. Beams,

Miss Florence Stith, Miss Bertille KOllros, Miss Ruth Gamble, Mr.
Willard

Lambert~s,

and Mr.

».

lomas at the Ji'irst Ohristian
ant

S~perintendent

of the

N. Slaughter.
Ch~ch,

Lo~isville

They were awarded dip-

by Mr. R. E. JJaugherty, AssistPublic Schools, 04 the evening

of Jane 9, 1958.
The honor graduate was Miss Bertille XOllros, 211 South Thirtyeighth Street, a

boo~~eeper,

who was not too tired at the end of a

day fillea. with figures to spend. three and one-half hours at the
8 Report a

r~

WPA State Office, Hy the Principal, June 1, 1938
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night school.
S.

~ams,

In the audience were the two children of Mrs. Mae

who smiled proudly at their mother - a stenographer iA

the day time, a high school stadent at night, and at all times a
cheerfal, helpfal parent.

Miss Ruth Gamble, 242 South Thirty-ninth

Street, was a member of the Pablic Health Nursing Service.

She had

earned her nurse's diploma before a high school education was a reqairement.

Her diploma helped her to meet the new standards.

One of the gradaates who "quit school" just because he wanted to
was Willard Lambertus,

4l~

River Park, who dropped out of

~e

High School in 1934 iA order to help his father in his shoe repair
shop.

It is an interesting sidelight that Willard is today, sammer,

1944, Captain Willard Lambertus in the United States Air Fbrce.

Al-

so, at this writing, Florence Stith, who dropped out of the louisville Girl'. High School in order to help her widowed mother, has
since graduated from the Loaisville Baptist Hospital School of Nursing.

She is a Red Cross Nurse now.

Mr. D. N. Slaughter is an op-

tician and is connected with a Louisville optical

compa~.

One point of interest at this first commencement was the good fellowship expressed by the ministers who represented different religious faiths, in their cooperation with the program of adult education.

Dr. Homer Carpenter, pastor of the First Christian Church,

arranged to have the commencement held in the smaller aaditorium of
his church; Father Paa! Durban, director of education at the Holy
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Name School, which had housed the

ad~lt

school, gave the invocation;

the Reverend Hansford D. Johnson, pastor of the Broadway Baptist
Church, pronounced the

benedictio~

The address of the evening was made by Mr. O. A. Harris, who was introd~ced

by Willard

f~nished

Lambert~8,

President of the class.

by members of the student body.

The first

Mlsic was

grad~ates

have

set a standard which all other classes have had as a challenge.
Ad~t

High School

~vea

to

~4sarrat

School BuildiAf.

and progress of the high school project were
a large .number o:f public minded

individ~alS

c~refully

and grollps.

were several groups of louisville club women.
first two years pleased them.
to the aid of the school.

The

The program
observed by
Among them

res~lts

of the

Then one of the clllbs decided to come

A committee from the League of Women Vo-

ters called upon Dr. Zenos Scott, Lollisville Pllblic Schools Superintendent.
building.

They requested the use of a centrally located school
~nsarrat

School was chosen becallse it was near the pub-

lic library which the students could
work.

~se

for reading and reference

The request of the committee was granted and the school moved

to Ibnsarrat in June 1938. 9
The stlldent body was very happy abollt the change.
hours of time which could be Ilsed. in
9 Recorda

st~dy.

Jany

They were saved
of them came from

Works Progress Administration, State Office, JWle 1938
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jobs in stores in the oentral :part of town and could go the library
atter work or oome directly to the school.

Although the building

was an old one, it was equipped with large desKs, blackboards and
some maps.
ing

It was quite satisfaotory, and the classes enjoyed hav-

a place oentrally located.

Those who had previously attended

classes in the library showed other students how to use its reference rooms and open stacKs, and from the very first day at MOnsarrat
the library became an integral part of the school.
The First

S~er

School at MOnsarrat.

The Adult Education High

School moved to Bbnsarrat School June 15, 1938.
school began at once.

The first

s~er

In order to conform to the sixty ho\U' per

credit regulation, it was found that students wou.ld have to attend
five evenings per weeK, two ho\U's per class.

Therefore, the

s~

mer school was planned for six weelts, and offered two classes per
evening, five evenings per week.

A student could attend two hours

per evening and earn one credit, or four hours and earn two credits.
The classes were from 6aOO to 8100 and from 8.00 to 10:00

P.~

The

work offered during the summer was planned to help citizens Know more
about KentuckY.

The English class studied KentucKy authors; the his-

tory class studied the history and geograph3 of KentuckY; the science
class worksd on public health problems of Louisville and KentuckY;
and the general mathematics class worked on local business problems.
There were 100 enrolled, and 76 of the number attended the entire
time, five evening's per weeK for six weekS.
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After the Adalt Edacation High

Progress in the Oentral Location.

School moved to MOnsarrat Janior High School Bailding at Fifth and
York Streets, the enrollment increased rapidly.
to the

p~blic

library was a great advantage.

The close proximity

The coordination of

facilities, the ase of books and other materials, the reading rooms,
which the
terest.

ad~lt st~dents ~sed

The

caref~

for

st~~,

planning of the

all helped to increase in-

curric~wm,

and the aggressive

atmosphere of the school contrioateu toward its accrediting.

Mr.

Mark Godman, State Sapervisor from Frankfort, visited the school in
J~e,

1938, checked its procedures

caref~ly,

and agreed to approve

its credits for college entrance. 10
The following is an excerpt from a letter to principals of
High Schools, by W. T. Rowland, Jr., Assistant
Charge of Secondary

Lo~isville

S~perintendent

In

Ed~cation,

Relative to accrediting work done by the WPA Night High
School, I am inforlOOd by Mr • .Mark Godman, .Director of
Sapervision, State Department of Ed.~cation, that nAt the
meeting ~ the accrediting Oommittee on January 28, 1939,
the following notion was passed, 'It was moved oy Mr.
Ligon that p~pils in the adtit edacation schools sho~d
get credit for work completed. Seconded by Mr. ~eacon.
MOtion carried'."
In accordance with the foregoing,
yoa are aathorized to accept credits from the local WPA
Ad~t Ed~cation High School, when properly certified by
the principal of that school.

10

Letter of Approval Recorded in
uary, 1939

~~A

Records, State Office, Jan-
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It was distinctly an adQlt school, planned aroQfid adQlt interest;
totally volQfitary and, as far as possible, informal.

The enroll-

ment increased rapidly, practically doubled each year Qfitil it
reached the peak of 1251 persons enrolled in 1940-1941.
Oommercial Classes MOved to MOnsarrat.

'me first year in the

central location, 1938-1939, marked another change in the program
of

ad~t

edQcation.

The commercial classes, which had been meet-

ing in the National Theater BQilding at Fifth and WalnQt, were transferred to the MOnsarrat School.
gram offerings.

This was done to help unify the pro-

The classes were not, at that time, accredited as

part of the high school cQrricQIwm; however, JQdging by the nwmber
of students who prepared themselves for employment, passed civil
service examinations, and reported up-grading in the jobs which they
held, it can be said that the classes did creditable work.
Miss Vera Herrel was in charge of this work, assisted by Miss Florence
O'Brian and Miss Delazine Hardin.
year for three years.

In

They served aboQt 150 students per

1941 Miss Herrel was transferred to the Bow-

man Field School which prepared soldiers for clerical jobs, and Miss
Hardin took charge of the classes at MOnsarrat.

The number of teach-

ers and the number of pupils served were thus cQrtailed.
Elementary Olasses at MOnsarrat School.

The elementary school, known

as the preparatory department, was started at MQnsarrat in 1939.
75 persons were given training the first year in grade school sub-

Here
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jects.

The work covered grades one to eight.

Thompson, Mrs.

Cla~de

Miss Mary Alice

Waggoner, and Miss Elsie Boles taught the

elementary classes 1939-1941.

In 1941, Miss Thompson and Mrs.

Waggoner left the program and Miss Boles was transferred to the
high school department.

From 1941

~til

the school closed in

1943, Mrs. Sallie Clark and Mrs. Lelia White taught the elementary classes at MOnsarrat.
A nwmber of interesting stories

co~d

be told

abo~t

the benefits

received by persons who attended these elementary classes.
the progress made by
sixth grade in 1939.

~.

Charles Blank.

One is

Mr. Blank entered the

He attended every term

incl~ding

the summer

schools; completed the elementary school and three years of high
school by

J~e

1943; followed the

High School 1943-1944; and
that school

J~e,

1944.

ad~lt

grad~ated

school to Ahrens Night

with the first class from

Mr. Blank now 1s in the Speed Scientific

School at the University of Lo~i8ville. 11
The Assembly Programs of the
grams were planneQ to give
str~ctive

Ad~t

~ity

as well as pleasant.

High School.

to the school.

The assembly proThey were in-

They tried to bring larger under-

standing of social, civic, and economic problems.

~here

rent events discQssions, lead by Mr. O. A. Harris, Local

11

were

c~

S~pervisor;

Permanent Records of Ahrens Night High School, 1943-1944
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sometimes special music and always group singing.
time, there were visiting spea~rs.

Dr. L. R. Alderman, Director

From time to

Some of the visitors were: 12
~.P.A.

Education, Washington, D.C.

1\118S Ruth Kotinsky, Editor t'CommWli ty Councils", Washington, ,I).C.

Mr. Harold Brigham, Louisville Librarian
Mayor Joseph D. Scholtz, Mayor of Louisville
Mr. W. P. King, Editor Kentucity School Journal
Mr. Frederick Stamm, Director Adult Education, University of
Louisville
~. Grady Rowntree, Louisville Public Health Officer
Mr. Lindsey E. Allen, State Director of WPA liiiucation
Captain Lee Cary, First Aid uemonstrator, Louisville Police Department
Mr. Orville Stivers, Superintendent Jefferson County Public
Schools
Miss Florence Housewald, Supt. Louisville Public Health Nurses
Dr. J. K. Long, Supervisor Secondary Education, Louisville Public Schools
Rev. ~~lix Pitt, Superintendent Louisville Parochial Schools
Miss Anna J. Haynes, Director Health Education Research
Mrs. Lillian Jones, Former Supervisor Health Education, Jefferson COWlty
Mr. Hugh HUghes, Government Soil Conaervationis~
Mr. R. E. Daugherty, Assistant Superintendent Louisville Public
Schools
Dr. Maurice Seay, Bureau of SchoOl Service, University of Kentucky
Lieutenant B. E. King, EUucation Director at Bowman Field
Miss Lena Hillrich, Louisville Art Supervisor
Mr. L. L. Hudson, .J)istrict Supervisor WPA Eduoation Projects
Mr. Roy Chwnbler, l:)upervisor norkers Education
Rev •. Homer Carpenter, Pastor First Christian Church
The assemblies were well attended by both regular students and
visitors.
education.

They were definite examples of democratic practioe in
All were invited, none had to attena.

They furnished

opportunity for timid or sensitive adults to share in the school
service without being regularly enrolled.

An adult was an invited

guest until such time as he had the courage to come and s$Y, "1 need
more schooling.l1

Many came with their friendS to the assemblies, or

as visitors to classes.

When they saw that others, as old as they,

12 Records and Reports of the Principal, Adult Education High School
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were going to school and enjoying it, they too came.

The growth

of the high school, from 81 the first year to 1251 the fifth year,
is partly explained by the informal and democratic practice of the
entire school.

The writer feels that it was through the assemblies

that the real philosophy of the school reached the people.
The Defense Training Program.

.During the early part of 1941, pre-

paratory classes were organized for men who desired to take examinations for service in the Air Corps or Mechanical Forces.
Officer in Command of

Ed~cation

High School and arranged to send

at Bowman Field visited the
gro~ps

The
Ad~lt

of 10 to 20 young men each

six weeks, one third of a semester, to work in the classes ill
mathematics and English vocabulary.

Miss Thelma MUncy was ill

charge of this specific part of the program.
150 men the first semester, and

contin~ed

'l'he classes served

to serve on a smaller

scale ~til the close of the school J~e 1943. 13
~e

~ate

Alumni Association.
from the Adult

When the second class was ready to grad-

Ed~catiOll

High School 1939, the first class of

six organized themselves into an Alumni
the new grad.uating class.

Cl~b

and planned to honor

'l'hey planned a dillller and social fu.nctioll

at which time they received the new

grad~ates

as members of the

They became Itnown as The Alwnn.i Association of 'l'he

Ad~lt

From year to year they gained interest and added members.
15 Newspaper Articles:

cl~b.

School.
When the

Lo~isville Courier-Journal, Jan. 12, 1942
and Dec. 11, 1942
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school closed there were 176 members.

They formed a strong and

progressive organization which loyally

bac~ed

the school in appre-

ciation of the opportunity which it had given them.

They assisted

one another; planned social and recreational programs for their
own groap and for the school; attended assemblies; brought in new
stadents; and

fro~

time to time helped with the clerical work, and

exchange book sales for the school.

When the school closed, they

appealed to the mayor and other pablic minded persons for the continaation of adalt edacation opportunities in Loaisville.

~rom

this groap of 176 graduates there are today:
3
4
2
3
5
5
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
1
1

Captains in the United States Air b'oree
Lieutenants in the United States Army
Red Cross Nurses in Foreign Service
Pablic Health Narses
Registered Practicing Nurses
Nurses in Training
Secretary to the Commander at Fort Knox
Secretary in the ~orts Office
Civil Service Employees at Washington, D. C.
Captain in the Police Force
Religloas Nor~er8
Insarance underwriter
Accountants
Execative, Loaisvll1e Telephone and Telegraph Co.
Sapervisor Distress Service, Tel. and Tel. Col, Nashville,
Tenn.
20 Entered college
11 Stenographers or Book~eepers
Miss Virginia Sympson, secretary for the association, reports that
there are a namber of the gradaates wor~ing in defense plants. 14

14

_.._.- ... ------------ ..-- -Permanent Records of the Alamai Association, Adalt Edacation
High School
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Growth of the Curriculum.

As the school grew in attendance and

interest the curriculum grew; the original pattern enlarged to
six fields.

These changes are shown in Table V, PagEJi ,land 52.

Swnmary of the Work: of the Adult Edu.cation High School, WPA Pro-

gram.

In swnmarizing the work: of the Adult High School condu.oted by

the Works Progress AssocIation, the writer offers the following
table which shows the enrollment by terms; the number of gradu.ates;
and the average age of those who attended.
TABLE VI
Swnmary of Enrollment in
Loaisville Adult Edu.oation High School
1936 - 1943
First
Semester

Second
Semester

1936-1937

27

54

1937-1938

110

1938-1939

Su.mmer
School Total

Number
Gradu.ating

Average
Age

None

81

None

28

190

76

376

6

28

355

427

156

938

18

27

1939-1940

449

496

177

1124

M

24

1940-1941

499

527

225

1251

55

22

1941-1942

379

390

198

967

43

21

1942-1943

440

392

No School 867

50

21

TotalS

2259

2478

5569

176

24

832

The table above does not inc1u.de the elementary classes, which enrolled a total of 216.

This averaged 28 per year.

There were 99
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TABLE V

Adult

Ed~cation

High School Enrollment
by Olasses - 1942-1943

First Semester

Second Semester
English

~epartment

English I
48
English III
45
English V
35
English VII
33
Publ ic Speaking 00
Vocabulary
~
Total

English II
English IV
English VI
Engl ish VIII
P~blic Speaking
& Discu.ssion
ForWll
Vocabulary

216

Total

45
46

35
44

55
35
260

Langu.ages
Latin I
Latin III
French I
Total

Latin II
Spanish I
French II

25

11
~

Total

46

a:>
25
10

-

55

Social Sciences
Social Studies
35
World History
30
U.S. History
38
~~erican Govt.
35
Latin-Am. Rist.
20
El. Economics
20
Economic Geog.
20
Oi tizenship for
Pbreign-born
45
Total
243

Social Studies
33
World Ristory
30
U.S. History
35
Am. Govt. II
35
Latin-Am. Rist.
20
El. Economics
20
Economic Geog.
20
Oi tizenship for
Foreign-born
45
Total
238
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TABLE V

(Continu.ed)

First Semester

Second Semester
Natuxal Sciences

General SCience
Biology I
Physiograpb,y
Health Science
Parent ]ti. &:
Home Nl1rsing

22
15
15

Total

92

General Science
Biology II
Physiography
Heal th Science
First Aid. (Men
only)

20

20

Total

20

15
12
12
20
79

Mathematics
General Math. I
Algebra I
Algebra II
Trigonometry
Geometry I
Pre-Aviation
Mathematics

10

Total

208

General Math. II
Algebra II
Algebra III
Algebra I
Geometry II
Pre-Aviation
Mathematics

48
30
20

25

75

Total

45
30

14
20
20

45
174

Commerc ial
Shorthand
Ad. Shorthand.
Total

38
25

63

Class Enrollment ••••• 868
Individual Enrollment 440
Av. No. classes •••••• 1. 98
Grades 1-4) Ele22
Grades 5-8) mentary
30

'ryping
Shorthand
Total

72
35
107

Class ~nro11ment •••••• 913
IndividQa1 Enrollment 392
Av. No. classes ••• ; •• 2.34
Grades 1-4) Ele10
30
Grades 5-8) mentary

63

who completed grade 8.
e(l~cation

The table does not

inc~~de

classes from 1938 to September 1942.

the

b~siness

(See Page 50)

There were 460 enrolled in that department.
WPA

Ad~t

Before the WPA Adult

High School Closed April 1, 1943.

Htgh School closed an appeal was made to Superintendent Zenos Scott
and the Board of

W.~cation

of the Louisville PubliC Schools, through

the clubs, the newspapers and the
services it waS rendering.

appeal for the

Chai~man

contin~ation

in general, to continue the

At the March meeting of the Board of Edu-

cation, a representative of the
Mrs. William Ladd,

p~blic

Lo~isville Leag~e

of Women Voters,

of the Committee on Education, made an
of the schOOl.

from time to time members of the

L.eag~e

Mrs. Laud stated that

had visited the school and

observed its work; and that they htghly approved the services which
it rendered to Louisville citizens and strongly

reco~nended

its con-

tinuation as a permanent part of the Public School System.
The requests were considered and the school was

contin~ed

from April

1, until the end of the semester June 4, 1943.

The salaries were

paid from the Public School fund, and the school was permitted to
continue without interruption until the close of the semester.
This action was greatly appreciated by those who were attending,
since it enabled them to get the credit for that term's work.
fifty members of the senior class who planned to
pecially happy.

grad~ate

The

were es-

Throughout the months of June and July many interested citizens,
as well as the student body and faculty were anxiouSly awaiting
Borne definite action from the Board of Education.

Appeals were

made by telephone calls, letters, newspaper articles, and a radio
address about the need for this service in Louisville.

Perhaps

some excerpts from newspaper articles and letters might be appropriate here.

The first is from the Louisville Courier-Journal

Point of View Column, June 19, 1943. 15
There is an educational activity which I hope will be
continued even trwugh the WPA has withdrawn its financial support. This is the Adult High School which has been
carried on at the MOnsarrat School, Fifth and York, in
order that the adults who worked during the day might have
the privilege of getting a high school education at night.
No one can question the good this school has done who has
seen how eagerly these adults have grasped the opportunity
of finishing their high school work. A book could be written filled with hun~ interest stories about the individual
students whose ages ranged from teen age to grand-mothers.
I remember attending the graduatir~ exercises at the Christian Church and how inspiring it was to see these students,
some of them white-haired, come forward so proudly for
their diplomas:
It was ~ privilege to attend this school one winter in order to take public speaking. Across from me sat a newsboy
and on the other side a man aoout sixty years old. Ambition knows no age.
I feel sure that the Board of Education will continue to
meet this need by supporting such a worth-while effort.
Signed,
Emily Vaught,
Secretary to:
Mr. F.G. Burdorf
15

Newspaper Article:

LouiSville

~ourier-Journal,

June 19, 1943
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The next is a copy of a letter to Dr. Zenos Scott about the continuation of the WPA Adult High School. 16
ing

It is very interest-

because it refers to the Night School at Finzer and BroadwaYI

l8S6-l89l, which has been mentioned in Table II, page 14, of this
study.
ur. Zenos Scott,
Supt. of Pu.blic Instruction,
Board of Eduoation,
5th & Hill Sts.,
Louisville, R3' •
.Dear Dr. Sco tt a
We have been. so greatly interested in the Adal t Night
High School. I h&ve k.nown many of the pupils personally
and have followed them through the years. It seems to
me this school has met a great need.
Years ago there was a night high school at Finzer on.
Broadway, and an old, old friend of mine, Mrs. K. E.
Robinson, was Prinoipal. She used to talk of so many of
her former pupils. There was Fred Diehl, now an Official
of the Liberty Bank, Joe Haury, now an Official of the
Todd-Don.nigan. Iron. Co.
There were the three Klingman.
boys; George and John were Ministers and Fred a Bank Aocountant, the two Hi! tons, one of them, I believe, is now
Head of the Christian Church Widows and Orphans Home.
There was George King, who became Head of the King Extraction Co. at San. Francisco, Peter Meyer now a Plumber l
Wm. Balke, Head of the Balke Iron Co., George Sutherland,
.Mr. Volkerding, and & nwnber of other names of men who
h&ve passed on, or I h&ve forgotten, but they all felt
they owed their success ill life to the help and encouragement that they had received in night high school.

In. Mr. Nicholas Fillzer's lifetime, he was an ardent supporter of this particular school effort.
16 letter: Addressed to Dr. Zenas Scott, Superintendent of Louisville Public Schools, June 1943, from Miss Florence Housewald,
Superintendent of Public Health NurSing in Louisville. (A copy
of this letter was sent by Miss Housewald to the writer of this
thesis.)
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I have the same appreciation and admiration for Mrs.
Flora ~rris, as I had for Mrs. K. E. Robinson, because
they are alike in their ability to encourage and inspire
those who are attempting, in adult life, to make up high
school education.
With a deep appreciation of the past and present work of
this night high school, and looking toward the future, I
feel that it is farsighted for the Board of Education to
again sponsor a night high school.
Wishing you continued success,
Sincerely yours,
Florence L. Housewald
MOnsarrat School BUilding Olosed.

In the report of the Louisville

Public School Survey, it was recommended that MOnsarrat School be
closed and that the

~8

Junior high school pupils of MOnsarrat Day

School be accommodated in other junior high schools. 17
commendation included,
building razed."

The re-

"the school should be abandoned and the

The recommendation was carried out and although

the building was not razed, it was abandoned June 30, 1943.

That

was a great disappointment to the students of the night school because they had learned to love it.

It was conveniently located

and when lighted at night it had a welcome atmosphere.
The First Hope of ReopeniA5.

The question of continuation of the

Adult Night High School was under consideration by the Board of Education throughout the entire summer.
17

Works, George A., (urvey Report of ~ Louisville Public Schools,
City of Louisville, 1943) p. 129
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Ma~

people telephoned the writer, who could give them no re-

assurance that the school would continue.

A number of the

teachers who had helped to build the WPA School found it necessary to take other kinds of teaching, in order to assure themselves of work.

Three of the teachers went to Jefferson County

High Schools; one to the Louisville Public Schools; and two
changed to other kinds of work.

The writer went to Wayne, Michi-

gan to teach in the Community Center School.
Finally a newspaper article appeared which brought hope to

~

who were eagerly watching the papers. 18
Adult School Opening Goal
Louisville Adult High School, closed when WPA funds for
its support were no longer available, probably will be
re-opened in October, Stuart C. Campbell, president ot
the Board of Education, said today.
"Monsarrat School Building, which formerly housed it,
has been closed ft , said Mr. Campbell, "but I am confident
we will find a new place and funds to carryon. It probably will re-open in October."
The chairman said that Zenos B. Scott, city school superintendent, :tis compiling all information on the matter
and will submit it to the board at a September 7 meeting
when some definite action will be taken.Urging re-opening of the school, an alwnni committee of
the institution wrote Mr. ScottI WWe believe that the educational leaders of Louisville deem it sufficiently important to continue this work, which has become so vital
in the life of our community. We teel that our ability to
understand something of the trend of concerted effort today
18

Newspaper Article:

Louisville Times, September 1,

194~.
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"was gained by oar attendance at Loaisville Adalt
High School and we sincerely hope that the same opportanity will be given those who have not as yet
completed high school and are anxio~Sly awaiting reopening of the school."
The committee added that aboat 5,000 persons have
attended the school with the average semester enrollment being 400 to 500. 'l'he groap's "fall and
earnest cooperation" was promised in seeking the reopening.
:Beginning of The

Ad~ t

High School Under The Board of Edacation.

It was decided at the September meeting of the
Edacation to continae the services of
ing an

Ad~lt

Lo~isville ~ard

ad~lt ed~cation

Night High School at Ahrens Trade School.

of

by establishAt that

meetings
zenos Scott reviewed the history of adalt edacation
in the Lollisville pablic school system from the time of
the stoppage of so-called evening classes in 1932 antil
the board this year appropriated safficient f~ds to contin~e antil the end of the term the adalt edacation school
operated by the Works Progress Administration.

~.

Scott recommended "very earnestly" that operation of adalt
edacation schools be incorporated in the board's c~rent
program. As adopted, the plan is to have classes from two
to four nights a week, probably for about three ho~s a
night, at the schools selected. For non-residents charges
will be on the same basis as in day schools.
Pleas~re at the action of the board in voting establishment
of these schoolS was expressed by Mrs. S. T. Greenbaum,
president, and Mrs. William W. Ladd, chairman of the ed~ca
tion committee of the Lo~isville Leagae of Women Voters. 19

Miss Ethel Lovell, Principal of Ahrens Trade High School, was appointed principal of the Night High School alSO.

i9

Newspaper Article:

The writer, who

Loaisville Go~ier-Joarnal, Sept. 8, 1943
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had been principal of the WPA Adult High School, was called back
from Michigan to be Assistant Principal.

'i·he faculty was com-

posed largely of teachers from Miss Lovell's faculty of the Ahrens
Day High School.
Howard Robey,

They were:

~nglish;

Miss Marguerite Arnold, science;

1~.

Mr. James L. Smith, economics; Miss Alice

Corwin, Lnglish and literature; Mr. J&mes uistler, mathematiCs;

Mr. C.E. Burkhead, mathematics; Mrs.

Anna

M. Carrico, history and

citizenship; Miss :Monta Rae iun.stall, English and elementary
jects; and Miss

~elazine

Hardin, history and typewriting.

SIl.D-

Mr •

.Distler was a mem-oer of the faculty of Manual 'i.'raining High School.
Three of the teachers who had taught in the
h~S.

~iPA

High

~chool

were

Carrico, two years; Miss Hardin, one year; and Miss Tunstall,

one semester.

All of these teachers excepting the last three named

taught full time in their respective day high schoolS; they took
the work of the Night High School two evenings per week in addition
to their regular work.
Organization of the Ahrens Night High School.

'Ilhe Mul t Night High

School at Ahrens Trade School opened September 27, 1943.

The follow-

ing article appeared in the Louisville Times the afternoon of September 29: 20
A total of 299 persons have registered for Adult Night School
at Ahrens Trade School and lOa at Central Colored High, Dr.
J. K. Long, assistant Superintendent of city schools, said today. Classes for those who have registered start at 6 p.m.
20

Newspaper Article:

Louisville Times, September 29, 1943
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today, but registratio~ will
10 p.m. through Wed~esday.

co~ti~ue

Classes were scheduled to meet four evenings per
o'cloc~ a~d

day

8 to 10

eve~ings,

o'cloc~.

for the

co~ve~ie~ce

of

wor~ers ~

ope~ o~

classes were scheduled

6 P.M. to 8 P.M.

wee~,

6 to 8

No classes were scheduled for

in department stores which were
educatio~

~ti1

from 6 p.m.

o~

Americanizatio~

war industry and

hbnday evenings.

Tuesdays

MO~-

a~d

Busi~ess

Thursdays from

classes were scheduled for for-

eign-born persons on Wednesdays and bridays, 6 P.M. to 10

P.~

The regular high school curriculum included English; three social

science courses; three courses

~

unit; and a major

i~

hand,

and comptometry.

boo~~eeping

mathematics; a general science

business education

i~cluding

typing, short-

In addition there were ap-

prenticeship courses such as radio

maintena~ce,

metal, machine shop and

'l'here were a total of 686 per-

sons

e~o11ed

woodwor~.

during the first term.

plumbing, sheet

Approximately 50 per cent of

the registrants were above 19 years of age.
During October, the high school department, which had an enrollment
of 381, was reported to the KentuckY State Department of Education
for rating as an accredited high school.

During the second semester

the school was notified that its rating was Class A.

Thus it became

the first accredited night high school to be conducted under the
auspices of the Louisville Public Schools.
The students were very much in earnest and seemed to enjoy the work.
Many comments were heard about the beautiful and comfortable school.
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Some of those who were enrolled in full time high school
found that regular attendance four evenings per
CQlt

bec~Qse

dQstry.

they often had to

wor~

wee~

wor~

was diffi-

overtime to speed up war in-

They were advised to carry only two or three subjects.

The attendance in some of the classes became rather poor, however, Miss Lovell said that she was not discouraged, Since that
was the condition throughout the United States.
The business department was one of the attractive phases of the
night School.

Its enrollment waS nearly 200.

Perhaps one of the

happiest groups of students was the class of foreign-born persons
who were preparing to become American citizens.

They enjoyed the

friendly atmosphere which the teacher, Mrs. Anna Carrico, createu
in the classroom.

'I'hirty-four members of this class were granted

United States citizenship $ebruary 18, 1944. 21

Another inter-

esting phase of the work was the use of visQa1 education to SQPp1ement the

wor~

of the general science and English classes.

The opportunities offered by the Ahrens Night High School for the
first year were greatly appreCiated.

There were ten persons who

completed the high school course and were granted diplomas June
1, 1944.

The grauuation exercises were held in the gymnasium-

auditorium of the school.
21

Newspaper Articles;

This school has many possibilities for
Louisville Courier-Journal, Feb. 13, 1944
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a broader program of adult education and service to the City of
Loaisville.
praised for

Certainly the Loaisville School Board shoald be
ma~ing

it possible.

CHAPTER III

ADULT EDUCATION

UN~ER

PUBLIC SCHOOL SYSTEMS OF SOME OTHER CITIES

Back in 1931, Dr. Fred Englehart in his book Public School Administration saidl
"The public schools in general were slow in developing
interest in programs of adult education, prinoipally
because they were afraid to involve themselves in additional expense. Even in some of the more progressive
cities the programs were meager and poorlT supported,
although facilities for adult education could be provided economically in the evening hours when the regular day school is not in session. 1
Attitu.des ohang'e.

It a survey were made of what has been done

in some of our progressive school systems today, it would very

probably reveal great strides which have been made within a tew
years' time.

Certainly today we find many professional educators

who have oaught the spark of enthusiasm and are encouraging the
organization of adult education oenters.

Perhaps it would be well

to look at the accomplishments of a few of the schoolS for the
training of adults,whioh are su.pported by public school systems.
A survey of what has been done in

g~neral,

even in cities the size

of Louisville is far too broad for this study.

Therefore, the

writer has chosen three cities which possess phases of adult educat10n which are striking in interest, and which could help to form
patterns to improve the offerings to adults in louisville,

(1) the

1 Englehart, Fred, Publio School Administration, (Ginn and
1931) p. 531

Compa~,
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Opportunity School at Denver. Oolorado; (2) the Adult
Oenter, at San Jose, Oalifornia; and (3) the Public

Ed~cat1on

Ad~lt

Evening

Schools, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
The Oppgrtunity School, Denver, Oolorado.

The Opportunity School

was established in 1916 under the Board of Education when Mr. Carlos
~

Oole was

S~perintendent

of Schools.

It was established largely

through the vision and energy of Miss Emily Griffith.
September, 1916, in an old school
Streets.

b~ilding

At present it is housed in a

is used both day and night for adults.

It began in

at Thirteenth and Welton

bea~tiful

new building which

It has an annual attendance

of 9,000 persons. 2
So~rces

of Support of The Opportunity School.

the public school system of Denver.
s~pport

It is financed by

The sources

contrib~ting

are: (1) district school taxes, (2) federal

der the Smith-Hughes Act,

~sed

to its

s~bventions

un-

in paying one-half the salary of in-

structors in vocational courses which conform to the requirements of
the Act_ (3) state grants to match part of the Smith-Hughes subventions, (4) an apportionment from the State Permanent School bUnd, (5)
proceeds of the sales of products and services of industries carried
on in the ,school shops, (6) gi its. 3
Swift. Fletcher H. and Studebaker, John W., ~ is ~ Opportuni~ School, "American Association of Ad~lt Education", New
Yorit, 1932. p. 10
3 .!!J.!.. p. 69

2
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The writer has chosen this school becaQse its philosophy em-

bodies the great Qndersta.nding that~ tiMan mu.st work and have
maintenance which leads to secQrity before he can enjoy the
blessings of cQ! tQral advancement. It
The administrative staff of the Opportunity School consists of
two grOQPs,

(1)

officials belonging to the central administrative

staff of the Denver PQblic school system; (2)

officials directly

attached to the school, headed by Miss Emily Griffith.

The teach-

ing staff conSists of teachers especially trained to teach

adQlts~

or those who are likely to sympathize with the pQrposes and policies of the school.

The teaching staff falls into two groQPs:

(1) teachers of academic sQbjects; (2) teacherS of special sQbjects inclQding shop instrQctors.

~here

are 57 teachers inclQd-

ing clerks in the day adQl t high school, and 62 in the night adQl t
school.

'l'hiety-five of these teach adQl t classes in both the day

and night schools.
Teachers of academic sQbjects are paid according to the regQlar
single salary scale of ..uenver.

Some teachers of special sQbjects

are on a permanent sQostitQte salary of

~.50

for five hOQrs' work.

Teachers of trade sQbjects receive a salary eqQivalent to that of
a shop foreman.

This averages about i200 per year less than that

received by the teachers of academic sUbjects.
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The Curriculum of Opportunity School.

Approximately 73 per cent

of the students at Opportunity School are pursuing trade or commercial courses.

Nevertheless, the School is far from being mere-

ly a vocational school, for it provides classes in general or academic subjects in its elementary and high school departments,
classes for illiterates, and classes in citizenship. 4
Some classes, such as auto mechanics and beauty parlor training,
admit only those preparing for or those already in a trade.

Others,

such as dress-making and cooking, admit on a broader oasis.

Cer-

tain classes run throughout the year, others only a few months or
weeks.

Every effort is made to adjust a student's program to his

personal schedule.

The programs of some students must be arranged

for a few hours a week, for alternate weeks, for alternate day and
night classes, for eight hours of intensive work a day, for a few
weeks or a few months.

However, possibly 80 per cent of the stu-

dents attend Opportunity SchOOl during only one year.

This fact,

combined with the fact that the enrollment from year to year is constant and tends to increase, furnishes an important measure of the
educational value of the School.

Students are

~uickly

helped to

accomplish their purposes and they urge their friends to seek the
services which have helped them.

4

Swift, and Studebaker,

OPe

cit., pp. 27, 32, 55
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Some of the Courses Offered in Opportunity School.

Many courses

are offered in the following fields: (1) commercial, (2) trades,
(3) miscellaneous, and (4) academic.
Commercial COQrses taQght inclQde accounting; bQsiness arithmetic,
English, and spelling; bookkeeping; commercial law; use of diotaphone; use of offioe machinery; office practice; salesmanship;
shorthand; typewriting.

Every stQdent who takes shorthand, typing,

or salesmanship, taleesbusiness English.
keeping, he takes bQsiness arithmetic.

If he is taking book-

There is a constant attempt

to relate class worle to the job for which it is a preparation. 5
Trade courses constitQted 38 per cent of the attendance at Opportunity School in 1930-31.

Opportunity School claims to be the first

public school in the United Stutes to offer a COQrse for beaQty parlor operators.

In aduition to theoretical and practical training,

students receive instrQotion in appropriate personal care, manners,
and ethics.
Welding Taught at O,PPOrtunity Sohool.

The combined enrollment in

acetylene and electric welding in 1931 was 502, the largest of the
trade courses offered for men.
welding are taught.

Vertical, horizontal, and overhead

Welding processes ra.og-e from acetylene weld-

ing through atomic arc, carbon arc, and atomic hydrogen welding.
5

Swift, and Studebaker, op. cit., pp. 27, 32, 33
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Different jobs

re~Qire

different processes.

StQdents at OpportQUi-

ty School are taught not only practical techniqQes bQt theory and
ma~

related sciences SQch as chemistry, physics, metallurgy, and

mathematics.

The course is divided into QUits.

only one QUit if he wishes.

A stQdent may take

There are no less than 18 pOSitions a

welder can fill after he has completed a course at this school.
The aQtomobile mechanics department QUdertakes every type of repair
job.

InstrQction in starting, ignition and lightning is offered in

night classes.
the

imme~iate

Shop COQrses consist of jobs done by students Qnder
sQpervision of highly skilled instructors.

AQtomo-

biles necessary for shop training are furnished by individQal citizens and by dealers. 6
The writer w111 not try to describe the other trade COQrses which
are offered, but will list:

baking, bricklaying, plwmbing, millin-

ery, machine shops. 7
The academic classes in elementary subjects are ungraci.ed with emphasis Qpon the three "R's".
night school for adQIts.

They are taught in both the day and the
Here are fOQUd people of every description,

and ages varying from 16 to 78.

In school attairunents, most of these

stwdents range from the second to the eighth grade, although many
former high school stwdents, and maAY stenographers, come for training in English, spelling and other elementary sQbjects. 8
6, 7, 8

Swift, and StQdebaker,

~.

cit., pp. 34, 38, 40, 41
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It pro-

Opportunity School has a fully accredited high school.
vides no extra-curricular activities,
c~riculwm

has the

san~

general

and grants the same diploma as other llenver high schools.

Its primary aim is to help
Qcation.

b~t

incl~de:

These

mat~re

st~dents

who lack high school ed-

(1) individuals preparing to enter college;

(2) draftsmen, engineers, and others who need high school training
for advancement in their occupations; (3)
~p

~rents

who wish to keep

with, or to help, their children; (4) high school graduates re-

viewing for examinations; (5) stQdents sent from other high schoolS
~pwork

to make

or to receive

has two one-half

ho~r

help.

co~rse,

These, of

indivi~ual

attention.

Every teacher

periods in which to give PQpils

individ~al

are other than his or her regular class

periods.
The

miscellaneo~s

courses which are offered are:

p~blic

speaking,

lip reading, cooking, citizenship, and. individQal help for illiterates. 9
Most of the thoQsands of individQals who pass in and
doors of

Opport~ity

o~t

of the

School year after year go there seeking either

the fundamental preparation for some vocation, or

s~pplementary

training to increase their efficiency and earning power in the occ~pation

they are already following.

Altho~h

this is the first and

basic reason for the existence of the School, the prinCipal, assist9

Swift, and.

St~debaker,

~

cit., pp. 34, 38, 40, 41
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ant principal, and instructors seek constantly to develop through
personal conference and olass discussions other qualities which
are quite as necessary as holding a job.. regard for the rights of
others, ability to cooperate, courtesy, right use of leisure time,
personal appearance, building up of social attitudes and ideals,
the creation and restoration of self-confidence, and respect for
self and others.
Summary.

The writer has chosen this center because the Opportunity

,

school contributes something to the understanding of possibilities
in Louisville.

The idea that breadwinners, when given a chance for

vocational training, could be rehabilitated economically and spiritu.ally.

'llle Opportunity School has contributed to the economic, oc-

cupational, sQcial, intellectual, and moral needs of large numbers
of persons in a prosperous and growing mid-western city.

It is a

tax supported institution and runs hoth day and night in a spaciolls
bllilding provided especially for adults.

That is a dream which

Louisville might consider a far distant hope.' At present Ahrens
Trade School is equipped to offer vocational opport1.lnities to adults.
Teachers 'of academic subjects are paid according to the regular
single salary scale of Denver.

That is an adjllstment which sho1lld

be ,made in the employment of teachers in Lollisville.

It is one of

the important patterns which the Denver Opport1.lnity School can f1lrnish to Lollisville.

The writer especially likes the above para-

graph which says "the principal, assistant principal, and instructors
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seek: constantly the bu..ilding u..p of social attitudes and ideals. n
The Adult Education Center, San Jose, California.
cation Center at Seventh and £ernando

~treets,

ia, is conducted by the San Jose Publio

San Jose, Californ-

~chool ~ystem.

been in operation fourteen years and now uses the
plan.

The Adult Edu-

It has

~uarter

Term

'l!here were 56 yearly courses offered this past school year;

17 special courses for the fall quarter only, 8 special courses
for the winter quarter, and 6 special courses for the spring quarter.

10

There is a registration fee of -lPl.OO per person, each term.

This

is for the whole institution and not for individual classes, and
admits a student to any and all classes and activities.

In California adult eduoation is provided by law on a state-wide
basis under the administration and supervision of local boards of
eduoation and looal sohool authorities.

Expenses incurred 'by local

districts for this service are refunded by the state.

Close super-

vision is maintained by the State Department of Education, and all
courses have to be approved on the basis of education worth.
Adult education in California is organizeu as a separate field on
equal status with other branches, and is administered as a phase of
secondary education.
The currioulum is based on social and cultural needs.
10

Handbook:, Adult Education
1943.

~~~

The list of

Public Schools, September,
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offerings seems <illite IIp-to-date a.w1 very practical for that section
of the cOllntry.
I.

We find listings of COllrses sllch as the followings

THE SAli JOSE EURUM - disCllssions with a vital symposillm on:

A.

Rllssia, Great Britain, and the United States
1. historical aims of each nation
2. the contriblltion of each to the coming victory
3. the post-war aims of each nation
4. the ability of all three to collaborate

'I'his is the plan for the fall qllarter. The winter qllarter will consist of discllssions of China and other nations
involved. in the strllgg1e.
II.

'l'RE SAN JOSE FORUM llnuer the sponsorship of the Ghaniber
of Commerce will condllct the following discllssions:

A.

~

1.
2.
III.

LATIN AMERICA, "Land of Opportllni ty"

A.

IV.

A COllrse to foster greater mlltllB.l llnderstanding between the United States and Latin America
1. .i!all ~llarter: Latin America in Motion Pictllres
(two films shown at each meeting)
2. winter Quarter: The Caribbean and Panama Ganal
Jtk>tion Pictllres

COURSES IN COLOR - "VisllB.l Edllcation" 11
1.
2.

s.

V.

Fall ~rter: Appreciation of the West
dnter '«,llarter: .$candinavia 'i'hen and Now
Spring ~llarter: New York. World .Metropolis

lliliGLISH - HThe Mother J.onglle\l

1.
2.
11

America ~ Cradle-to-Grave Secllrity Plans?
the Deveridge Plan of Britain
the NRPB plan and Wagner Bill in america

English Workshop - The mechanics of the langllage
Creative ~riting - avocationa1

J!'ilms secllred partly thro ugh University of ;,;alifornia and partly
from government SOllrOes.

V.

ENG USH - ffThe 1Jb t her ..:ongue tt
3.
4.

SPANISH
Elementary - conversation a.nd voca'bulary
a. Latin American form - not the Castilian
Intermediate - grammar and writing

1.

2.

VII.

PSYCHOLOGY OF PERSOUALITY
b'all Q,uarter - Psychology of Maturity
;linter "'u.arter - '.J.ihe Psychology of Individual Personality
Spring Qu.arter - Psychology of Emotions

1.
2.
3.

VIII.

FINE ARTS 6 - Appreciation and applied
1.

Everyday art appreCiation
~raphic arts
Applied arts - in the home
Plastic arts
MUsic appreciation
Ohoral work
Instrwnental Mus ic
Drama
Photograph,y

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
'7.
S.
9.

IX.

TRAINING FOR COMMERCE

3.

OFFICE

HOME LIFE - "Women Keep Civilization in i3usiness"
1.

2.
3.
4.
XI.

Al~~

Bookkeeping Made Easy
Office Machines and Machine Calculation
Secretarial Practices

1.
2.

x.

cont inued J

Social Conversation - An art
Public Speaking - An increasing demand
Books' - Book News and Review
Children's Literatu.re - ibr parents
i'he use and enjoyment of the libra.ry

5.
6.
'7.

VI.

(

nChildren Have First Priority"
Family Finance
Child Psychology
Adolescent Psychology
Home Maintenance

w~r

JOHNNY COMES MARCHING HOME AGAIN!

Courses to be suppliea when they are needed for returned
service men and women.
12 Handbook, Community Art Center, "Studio Appreci&tion Courses in ar~
Mas ie, ana JJrama"
San Jose Public SchoolS, June 1944
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The Adult Center is Planning to meet its responsibilities in the period of demobilization, and because an adult education center has the
fluidity which permits it to establish whole systems to meet new situations, as they arise, it will have ready in time what is needed by
a majority of the Qemobilized personnel: 13
(a)

retraining. for new pOSitions

(b)

guidance and placement courses

(c)

educational opportunities to complete
high school and junior college

(d)

retraining and reorientation for temporary
workers replaced by men returning to their
permanent jobs

The writer has chosen to give the outline listing some of the courses
offereu in the San Jose Adult Education Center because they embody
civie and social understandings which are extremely vital to the culture of the time in which we live.

Such an outline of courses furn-

ishes a pattern which would enrich the program of offerings in Louisville.

A good forum is greutly needed.

Our city has many social

problems which should be brought to the attention of all citizens and
a public discussion forum is an eaellent way to do this.
also likes the San Jose Art Classes.

The writer

They furnish an opportunity to

adults to grow in the appreciation of cultural values, and provide
both vocational training and avocational interest.

Ahrens Trade Night

High School could offer some of them, for there are good art rooms at
AhrenS.
13

The courses in "Visual Education fl are up-to-date and could

Handbook - Not as yet published.

June, 1944.
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set an excellent

~sable

and a projector which is
P~blic Ad~l t

The

pattern.
~sed

~blic ~d~lt

by the

Ad~t

Night High School.

Evening Schools, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

of Pennsylvania has long been
The

Ahrens Trade School bas a dark room

ad~lt ed~cation

conscious.

In a

'lihe

state

b~lletin,

Evening Schools of Philadelphia, we find the following

letter by Alexander J. Stoddard, S~perintendent of Schools: 14
To The Out-of-School Youth and Adults of Philadelphia:
With the tempo of war steadily increaSing, there is a growing
need for opport~ities for basic and s~pp1ementary training for
yoWlg and. old. Workers sho~d take t ime o~t for relaxation and
recreation if they are to render maximwm service to their co~try
on the prod~ction front. Your schools are playing their part in
the war effort in offering, through the adult ed~cation and recreation programs, many opport~ities for men and women (1) to
acquire new skills and lmowledge, (2) to increase existing capabilities, as well as (3) to afford opportunities to all for relaxation through informal recreation programs or in the purs~it
of hobbies.
The needs of the home front are being met by the schools in affording opportunities to all to participate in the Town Meetings sponsored jointly by the School District of Philadelphia and the Foreign Policy Association. These programs serve to acq~aint ~s better with many of the factors Wlderlying the world conflict in which
we are engaged.
The problems confronting parents today are many and complex. In
response to nwmerous re~~ests we are furnishing leaders for discussion groups, composed of parents who wish to meet together and,
through exchane;e of experiences and ideas, unders.tand more fully
how to solve problems arising in their homes and co~ities.
This adult school system strives to be flexiole to the end that it
will best serve the neeas of the community. We welcome sug6estions
from individuals and civic groups that will assist us in achieving
our p~rpose to serve yo~ to the extent of our ability.
14

B~lletin:

Public Evening Schools £! Philadelphia, .Board of li1d~
cation, JJivision of .:;ichool ExtenSion, Parkway and 'l'Wentyfirst ~treets, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 1943-1944.

~
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The writer qQotes this letter becaQse it expresses her philosophs

ot adu.l t edQcation mainly

~he

ill that:

1.

it mQst keep pace with the tempo ot the time.

2.

it mQst aid in. Q.tlderatanding .national and foreign polieiea

3.

it mQat lead in solving home and community problema

4.

it mQst be flexible and democratic

work ot adQlt edQcation in Philadelphia is not confined to one

school or center, bQt fifteen different schools are open during
the evenings to men and women.
The Standard High School COQrse for adQlts begins September 8 and
9; commercial, distribQtive

ed~cation,

technical and other formal

cOQrsesbegin September 20 and 21; recreation and hobby coQrses begin. at the same time, bQt registrations are accepted at an3 time so
long as

acco~~odat10ns

are available.

In addition to the initial

registration, persons may enter for trade extension or technical
cOQrses, and home life

co~se8

October 25, 26, 27; JanQary 3, 4, 5;

and February 7, 8, 9.

This section of the evening school is divid-

ed into fOQr qQ&rters of approximately six weeks each.
The Schools are tree.
trict of Philadelphia.

The classes are condQcted by the School
Persons, not residents of Philadelphia,

m8¥ enroll ill the evening school QPon
$10.00 per term for one course;

three

co~rses;

~i8-

~15.00

and $25.00 for fOQr

p~ment

for two

co~aea.

of a tQition fee of
co~sea;

f20.00 for
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The program consists of classes in: (1) General EdQcation; (2)
Citizenship; (3) Technical Courses; (4) The Standard Evening
High School; (5) Arts and Crafts; (6) Home MaKing; (7) Recreation; (8) DistribQtive EdQcation; (9) Commercial Education; and
(10) In cooperation with the WanamaKer InstitQte: a. Parent uiscllSsion Groups, b. Town Meetings, c • .l!'ilm b'orums, d. SymphollJ"
Orchestra, e. JQAior ;1'own Meeting on the Air.
~ndard

High School.

The Standard Evening High SchoolS of Phila-

delphia is organized for service to several groQPs of stQdents
who need the QSQal high school

s~bjects,

and for other specialized

purposes as follows:
1.

Pre-high school students, those who have not finished the
first eight grades, have an opportQUity to complete their
preparation for high school in the High School Preparation
course.

2.

Students who have not as yet finished an accredited high
school course leading to a high school diploma, for admission to college, or to meet pre-professional reqQirements of the State uepartment of Pab1ic Instruction, or
to meet the requirements for business advancement.

3.

»ay school students who need not more than two or three
sabjeots to meet the graduation reqairements of their
respective day schools for a diploma. These subjects mast
be completed within one school year after the student
leaves the day school if he desires to gradQate from the
day school. These are called parent-Scnaol Students.

4.

Graduates of day schools who need college entrance QUits
or who need additional mathematics or science coarses for
technical advancement or army requirements. These are
called Gradaates.

5.

Students with particular interests in English Literature
(Contemporary Drama, Poetry, Philogy, Plays of ShaK~speare);
advanced CompOSition (Broadcast scripts, motion picture
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scripts, short story, magazine articles); Art Appreciation and the Philosophic Bac~round of aesthetics;
Spanish or French Conversation. These are called hlxtension Students.
6.

In addition to the above, there are certain specialized,nonstandard cou.rses including Chinese, Lip rteading, and Speech
Improvement.

~e

Philadelphia Standard

~yening

nigh Schools are held fou.r

nights weekly, the classes meeting alternately

MOnd~

day, or 'luesday and Thu.rsday from September 8 to June.

and WednesThe adult

attitude of teacher and student dominates the classroom procedure
and administrative leadership.
student participation in the

g~vernment

of the school is a big fac-

tor in its success and serves to make the newcomer feel comfortable.
It gives opportunity for student leadership in a practical and
forcefu.l way.

The social life of the school is carefully guided by

the Student Senate, which publishes a monthly paper "The Evening
Star", carries on athletic programs, conducts assemblies, sponsors
school dances and generally assists in the smooth operation of
school administration.
This school meets a genuine community need for the more formal type
of education leading to a particular objective -- a high school
diploma.

.Despite the condition of the times 30.0.0. students register-

ed last term and considering the necessity of military service or
defense activity, they maintained a remarkable record of attendance
and achievement.
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The curriculum offered by the Standard Evening High Schools of
Philadelphia can furnish information, and a definite goal for
the Louisville Adult Night High School.

The kinds of service

which it offers to various types of stuaent; the variety of courses offered; and the democratic proceQure of student participation
all appeal to the writer.
Summary of the Ohapter.

Each of the adult education centers re-

viewed in this chapter offers something of definite interest for
the program in Louisville.

The Opportunity School of Denver of-

fers patterns for vocational training and individual guidance,
and its regular schedule of a single salary scale for the staff
is needed in Louisville.

The San Jose Adult Education Oenter of-

fers the pattern for an excellent forum for the study of local,
state, and world problems in social, civic and economic fields.
Louisville needs such a forum.
High SchoolS

0

The Philadelphia Standard Evening

ffer many suge;est ions which i f folloVlec would en-

rich the program which is offered in Louisville.

CHAPTER IV

POSSIBILITIES FOR SERVICE IN LOUISVILLE
THROUGH ADULT EDUCAirION TODAY
Fbr the past three years the emphasis in
on a nTraining li'or War Programrt •
as yet won, we
j~stment

m~st

ad~lt

education has been

Today, although the war is not

turn our attention to a ·'Training For Read-

to Peace Time Activities Programu •

erans are filtering back and war

ind~stries

The returning vetare turning attention

toward peace-time production; therefore, perhaps the most timely
consideration in adult education service is a:
Service

Co~selling

~

Retraining Program

1.

For the returning personnel of the armed forces

2.

b'or the

3.

For assistance to the home front worker whose job
has remained static

4.

For morale building and assistance to those who
are emotionally strained

5.

E'or quick and wholesome plans for relaxation and
recreation

One way to expedite

readj~stment

s~ch

a plan

wo~d

and retraining of war workers

be the formation of a

co~cil

composed of representatives of each organization wuich conducts a
program of adult

ed~cation,

to work in conjunction with representa-

tives of the Veterans Bureau.
program of

cO~8elling,

The Veteraa8

B~eau

has an active

and the agencies which attempt to furnish

training for returned veterans would -be better able to serve if
there were a co-ordinating agency,such as the above mentioned coun-
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ci1.
pret

Also, the PQblication of circQlars or pamphlets which interopport~ities

available.

CommQnity cOQncils for adQlt edQoa-

tion are advocated by the Amerioan Association of ~dQlt EdQcation. 1
Rehabilitation Program.

The part which an adult edQcation school

or center can play in this "Rehabilitation Program" is vital beoaQse
general edQoation is the fOQndation for reqQired understandings in
all training or development.

An

adQlt mQst have the toolS of learn-

ing before he can advance either vooationally or socially.

Hence,

there shoQld be carefQlly planned and specific programs of basic
training for improved scholarship from the level at which an adQlt
stQ<ient finds himself.
A program for training or retraining adQl ts ahoQld incl Qde the following major considerations:

General EdQcation.

1.

General EdQcation

2.

Vocational Training

3.

Civic and Sooial Understandings

4.

Recreational OpportQnitiea

General edQcation oOQrses shoQld be planned to

a<ivance the learning of adQlts of any grade level.

There shoQld

be elementary schooling for adQlts to enter high school; for adQlts

who are fQnctionally illiterate; and for adQlts who need refreshment in some part of the elementary cOQrse.
1

CommQllity Councils In Action: JOQrnal of AdQlt EdQcation,
(American Association for AdQlt EdQcation, New York, 1941)
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Standard .Adu.l t High School.

There shou.ld be an established. and

standard high school for adu.lts who desire to have some measu.rement of edu.cational achievement; for those who desire high school
training to aid in fu.ller and more satisfactory living; and for
those who wish to standardize credits for college entrance.
Vocational Training.

One of the first considerations for a pro-

gram of adu.l t education is the development of skills and Wlderstandings for earning a living.

Withou.t means of livelihood no

man can be happy or independent enough to enjoy cu.ltu.ral pursuits.
Therefore, of paramou.nt

~portance

is a program to develop skills

and Wlderstandings, for those who desire a specific vocation su.ch
as:

bu.siness euu.cation; distributive training (selling); trade ex-

tension courses; or technical training.
Civic and Social Understandings.

Closely allied with the programs

of vocational training and an integral part of an academic program
of adult edu.cation is the study of "Civic and Social Affairs".

Su.ch

a program is fu.ndamental to the general welfare of the whole nation.
Su.ch a program shou.ld be planned for responsible citizenship; for
local interest and improvement; for civic cooperation; for improvement in "The American Way of Life tt ; for citizenship training for
the foreign-born; for safegu.a.rding the family as a u.nit basic to
ou.r cu.lture; for the ideals of socially acceptable condu.ct; for religiou.s and social welfare; for better cooperation with the postwar world; and for the Simple needs necessary for "living with one
anotheru.
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The Blcyc10pedia of

Ed~c&tiona1

ilesearch gives the following state-

ment which seems pertinent here:
The ad~t who wishes to understand the modern world and to
obtain impartial and accurate ~owledge of citizenship, of
facts of social importance necessary to effective behavior
as a citizen and as a f~ly developed normal person, is ~
sually poorly g~ided and ill served. There are .not eno~h
courses in the social sciences; coverage by for~s and disc~ssion gro~ps is thin and ineffective.
Even nc~lturaln opport~itie. are not easily accessible to large gro~ps of citizens, moreover, the offerings are personal rather than social
and are marred by d~plication and conf~sion of purposes. Opport~ity to establish social contacts and to escape from
monotony wo~ld seem to be widespread in modern urbanized soCiety, b~t there is m~ch evidence of ~satisfied need especially for assistance in developing personal ability to engage in social life. 2
Social Activities and Recreation.
for service

thro~h ad~l t

One of the major considerations

ed~cation

activities and recreation.

This

is a program of wholesome socd.a1

sho~ld

be planned for the returned

veteran; for the tired war worker; for the emotionally strained; for
the lonely

individ~l;

for the average citizen.

What Can Be Done in Programs

S~ch

as Those Mentioned Above.

mentary department of a school for
strictly.

ad~lts

sho~d

.not be graded too

Many persons who have .not completed the grade school

whose minds have been

mat~red

through life's experiences

given short orientation courses to establish the
mental tool

s~bjects.

Bittner, W. S.,

co~ld

of the

~se

b~t

be

f~da-

In a comparatively short time, they will be

able to pass standardized tests for high school entrance.
2

The e1e-

EncyClopedia of
search, 1940. p. 25

Ad~1t Ed~cation,

,

Those

Ed~cational

Re-
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who are classified in the middle grades -- perhaps the fQurth
grade

thro~h

sho~ld

the sixth --

reading; in simple

~derstandings

be given

m~ch

practice in oral

of correct spoken English;

letter writing and Simple written forms which they can
daily contacts; history, geography,

literat~re,

ventions, and news of the changing world are all

~se

scientific inincl~ded

reading materials which are now especially prepared for
mentary classes.

in

in the

ad~lt

ele-

Those who are total illiterates can be taught to

read, write, and

~se

the

combinations of arithmetic.

f~damental

The above Simple learnings can help individuals to become better
citizens by the psychological process of being accepted in the
world in which they live.
respect which is
Methods

~sed

respond

q~ickly

req~ired

with

ad~ts

They will gain some of the needed selfto meet the

diffic~ties

of daily living.

in the elementary levels are varied.

They

to the "individual interest" plan, in which an in-

dividual advances as rapidly as he can through his own interest;
they also like the "socialized

gro~p

plan", in which a

gro~p

of sev-

eral persons of the same level work together and share ideas and materials.
What Can Be Done in a Standard High School for

Ad~ts.

The offeringS

of a standard high school course are somewhat determined by the reset by state law.

q~irements

teen

~its,

history.

In

In KentQck:y these are very few:

six-

three of which mQst be in Anglish, and one in American
Lo~isville,

major and minor fields for stQdy mQst be
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chosen, at least one subject other than English must be pursued
three years, and at least two subjects must be pursued two years.
That allows a choice of subjects which appeal to the individual
student.

'l'he following is a suggestion of courses which could be

made available in various high school fields.
English - written and spo~en grammar, word study, composition,
creative writing, journalism, effective speech, public spea~ing, interpretive reading, dramatics, speech
improvement for defective spea~ers, lip reading for
the deafened
Literature - prose writings, poetry, short story, novel, essay,
editorial, current litera~~re, American literature,
English literature, literature of early civilizations
Mathematics - general mathematical practices, business arithmetic, algebra, plane geometry, book~eeping
Social Sciences - history (American re~uired) World, EUropean,
English, MOdern; government, economics, sociology,
current event discussion groups, Americanization for
foreign-born :5
Science - biological and phYSical, general science (introductive)
health education, physiology and hygiene, biology,
phySics, chemistry (elementary), phySiography
Foreign Languages - Spanish, French, Russian, Latin or Italian
Fine Arts - music appreCiation, choral singing, art appreCiation,
applied arts, handicrafts, interior decorating, costume design, and window dressing. 4
Forum-Public »iscussion Group, - economic problems, social problems, civic problems, trade and travel (visual education applied), foreign affairs, good-neighbor policy
~

Function of Living, "Education for Victory Journal", July 20, 1944
p. 19

4

OOr!l!lUWity~,

"Department of Adult Education" (San Jose Public
Schools, San Jose, Oalifornia, 1944)
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(with Qse of screen and projector), family life discQssions~
Vocational cOQrses which could be offered.

AdQlt edQcation

courses can be offered to men and women retQrning to civilian
PQrsQits, who need to learn new s~ills and anderstandings.7

The

following oQtline shows vocational cOQrses and the academic COQr8es necessary for anderstandings needed by workers in these fields:
A.

1.

2.
3.

4.
~

6.
7.

B.
9.
10.
11.
B.

Related Academic Understandings

Commercial EdQcationl

English, spelling

shorthand and typewriting
dQplicating machine operation
calculating machine operation
bookkeeping for small store
owners and clerks
bookkeeping machine operation
accoanting
commercial correspondence
office practice
commercial law
commercial geography
income tax computation

general mathematics
democracy
economics
social relationships - ethics

DistribQtive EdQcation (Selling):

Related Academic

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

English (reading, spelling,speech)

7.

retailing
salesmanship
retail merchandising
window and counter display
marketing
retail meat CQtting and
selling
food prodQcts stQdy

Understandi~:

arithmetic
social relationships - ethics
democracy
economics

7 Debatin, Fraak M., Administration
6

£!

adQlt EdQcation, pp. 425-429

How to Organize School-administered Forwms, ForQm Planning Handbook,
(American Association for AdQlt EdQcation) pp. 50-59
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o.

Trade Preparatory.
1.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

10.

D.

Related Academic
mathematics

automobile mechanics
bl~eprint reading
cabinet malcing
cOlllll1ercial art
dress design and
draping
electrical constr~ction
machine shop practice
mechanical and architect~al drawing
radio, and radio code
practice
general woodworlc

reading, spelling
democracy
electricity

Trade Extension.
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

Oo~sesl

Related Academic

blueprint reading
drafting - architect~al
electroplating
optical mechanics
petroleum refining
plwnbing
power plant engineering
printing - hand composition, layo~t, presswork,
linotype
tailoring
textiles - fabric analysis
and design, chemistry,
fabric testing
watch repairing

Oo~rses:

English (reading and spelling)
ma thema t ica
deroocracy
economics
electricity

bea~ty c~t~re

barbering
pattern malcing
plastica

In the above
co~se8

o~tline

of commercial

co~ses

which are in demand for stenographers and office worlcers to

learn new slcillS, and the refresher
bring old learned slcills
c~ating

there are the popular

~p-to-date.

co~ses

for those who deSire to

There are the

co~ses

in cal-

and duplicating machine operation., as well as general office
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practice and the cultural and social understandings needed by those
employed in office work.
In the field of "distributive education" there are the courses needed

by persons who work in stores; who represent wholesale firms as
salesmen; who operate stores; and in general those who act as distributors between the producers and the consumers.
The "trade preparatory courses" are for those who have had no experience in industry or trade, for instance, in automobile mechanics
there is practical and related instruction covering electricity,
power plants, oiling and cooling systems, transmissions, universalS,
rears, brakes and frames.

In "woodwork" there is the study of var-

ious woods, and how to finish new wood anu to restore old pieces.
The "trade extension" courses are for those who are employed in a
particular trade or industrial pursuit.

They are planned to supple-

ment understandings and practices already in use.
The above-listed courses are

s~gestive

for all persons interested in

vocational preparation.
Groups for Civic and Social
and

Understandi~s.

Classes in Family Life

Home-improvement can be organized for all who feel the problema

of modern family life to be a part of the complicated existence of
today.

Such a course can strengthen the ideal of the family as a unit;
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the heritage and normal growth of children; and the Wlderstandings
of socially acoeptable oondllct.

It can be mAde very interesting

by discllssion grOllps of parents and prospective parents who seek to
Illlderstand the soilltion to problems which arise in their homes and
communities.

President Roosevelt at the ihite House Conference

on Children in a Demooraoy, 1939, said:
"We make the assamption that a happy child shollld live in a
home where he will find warmth and food and affection; that
his parents will take care of him shollld he fall ill; that
at school he will find the teachers and tools needed for an
edlloation; that when he grows IlP there will be a job for him
and that he will some day establish his own home.'t 8
Classes in an adult edllcation school or center collld be formed to
consider qllestions of home-making.
grollps themselves.

They can be motivated by the

Perhaps some of the following sllbjects might

be suggested as of interest:

child care; child psychology; adoles-

cent psychology; nutrition; first aid or home n\lrsing; health and
hygiene; recreation in the home; canning and preserving; home carpentering; repairs and maintenance; budgeting; gardening; income tax
problems; consumer problems; and hobbies in the home. 9
It wollld seem that courses of this type collld be of very great value
during the period of readjustment and reorganization of normal liviag.

There have been many shiftings in poplllations and living con-

ditions have taken on new patterns.

There have been many "war mar-

riages" and young families who will require \ll1derstanding assistance

,

through edllcation in order to maintain. a steady ideal of "the family
\ll1it."
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Recreational OpportWlities in an Adult Edllcation School.

Some

form of social and recreational opportu.ni ties shollldbe provided
for the adults who are in earnest enollgh to attend school in the
evening and

wor~

during the day.

activities is edllcational.

A real program of planned social

ur. Philip L. Seman said:

'rwe do. not ~w where education begins and recreation
ends, or where recreation begins and edllcation ends.
Good education is recreation, and good recreation is
edllcation." 10
Adlllt recreation programs can be planned at intervals to provide
relaxation from routine.
Social hourI
Hobby clubs,

The program might include:

meet your classmates in the gym; meet your
neighbors in the gym; folk-dancing in the
gym
various ~inds, suggested by stlldents themselves

Community Singing clubs: men's chorlls; women's chorus; group
Singing; talent scouting
Travel tours via projector and screen:

take a trip

Amateur photography
Picnics and hiking
The principal reason for school interest in recreation activities
is their contribution to social integration.

Vie live in a highly com-

plez world, and our people mllst learn to meet one another in a relaxed and pleasant manner.
8 Edllcation ~ bamily Life, Nineteenth Yearbook, (American Association
of School Administrators, Washington, D.C.) 1941, p.S
9 Debatin, Frank Mo, Administration of Adlllt Education, "Parent Education" (The American Boo~ Comp;ny, 1938) pp. 407-412
10 Seman, Philip L., Address, Mid-West Conference Adult Education,
(College Camp, Wisconsin, July 5, 1937)
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Does Louisville Need an Elementary and Secondary Program of Adult
Education~

A study of the possibilities for service through

adult education would not be complete without a consideration of
the need for such a program.

Some important facts relative to

this need are revealed through the Sixteenth Census of the United
States.

The table which follows shows these findings:
TABLE VII

Findings of the Sixteenth Census
of
The United States, 1940
Total population of Louisville ••••••••• 319,077
Population 25 years and older •••••••••• 196,367
Educational Oharacteristics of Persons 24 years and oldera
Years of schooling
Characteristics
Number,
None •••••••••••••••••• Totally illiterate ••••• 3,692
" ••••••••••••••••••••• Native White" ••••• 1,467
1 to 4 years ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 17,030
1 to 4 years ••••••••••••• Native White •••••••• l0,108
7 to 8 years •.•••••.•••••••••...••••••••••••• 78,165
7 to 8 years ••••••••••••• Native ~ite •••••••• 66,562

4 years high school •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25,908
4 years college •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8,680
~dian

- school years complete ••••••••• 8.4

Percent with less than 5 years ••••••••• lO.6
Percent with less than 8 years ••••••••• 61~
Percent with less than 12 years •••••••• 86.a
Percent with less than 16 years •••••••• 95.5
11

Sixteenth Census of the United States: "Characteristics of Population", Vol. II a 3, 1940
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This means that 76,670 native white persons in Louisville have
completed less than high school entrance

re~uirements;

that 1,467

total illiterates who are native white should be taught to read
and write; that B,641 native white persons have not completed
grade 4; that 57,921 native white persons have not completed grade

B;

that 40,654 native white persons have not completed grade 12.

The need for adult education service of elementary and secondary
level in Louisville is quite apparent.

CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND

COJiCLUS IONS

Adult education is the process of training or guiding adults,
who really can learn, so that they may live more abundantly,
and enjoy richer and fuller life satisfactions.

As a specific

movement it is comparably a new phase of education in America,
having been developed principally since World War I.
Public schools in general were slow in developing interest in
the adult education movement.

However, in recent years impetus

was gathered through the assistance of the Federal Government,
and today many public school systems have programs for the education of adults which are progressive and extensive.

This

study revieweu three such urban programs, The Denver Opportunity
School; San Jose, California; and Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
Louisville had night schoolS for working people as early as 1876,
and after 1887 there were fairly continuous attempts made to offer
short night school courses during the winter months.

The work in

those night schools was largely foundation courses in elementary
or vocational education.

These schools were well attended.

Because of the finanoial depression of the early 1930's, the Federal Government through the F.E.R.A. and the W.P.A. conducted a
program of general adult education for constructive use of leisure
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time, and to direct the
channels.

thin~ing

of students into purposeful

This program was well attended.

It served nine years

and through it was developed the first accredited Adult Night
High School in Louisville.
When the W.P.A. closed and funds were withdrawn, Louisville faced
the loss of its Adult Education School.

A public appeal was made

to the Louisville Board of Education to continue the school.

This

was done for the completion of the term, from April, 1943 until
June, 1943.

The September following an Adult Night High School was

started at Ahrens Trade School.
The Sixteenth Census of the United States shows that Louisville
needs education for her citizens.

In conclusion, it seems that since Louisville is now adult education
conscious, as shown through the interest in the continuation of night
schools, this is the psychological time to develop a strong and realistic program of adult education which will serve the city effectively.

Such a program should provide teachers for illiterates, classes

for pre-high school students, a secondary school course which will
develop not only required subjects for a high school diploma but will
also offer courses which will develop understandings of civic, social
and world problems, and stimulate interest in further study through
university courses of larger understandings, and a vocational course
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which will develop the abilities of all stQdents who desire to
learn skills for earning a living.

All of these offerings shoQld

be made available to the returning personnel of the armed forces
and. in addition. they shoQld have understanding aid through a
council established for their benefit.
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APPENDIX
Who's Who In The Louisville Ad III t Education Program
FeQeral Works Projects Administration
Goodman, George H. - Administrator, Norks Projects Administration
in Kentuoky, July 1, l~to June 30, 1943. Born in Paducah,
Kentucky; educated in the Paducah Publio Schools. Married
Margery Evelyn Lockett of Paducah, and has three children.
Owner and Publisher, Paducah News-uemocrat, 1922-1929. President Paducah Board of Trade five years. uirector Red CroSS
Chapter in Paducah; Chairman MCCracken County Council of Defense; Liberty Loan Drives; hed Cross Drives; 'Nelfare Drives;
1~mber of Committee that developed Noble Park Playground (public);
]'ormer member 1!'amily Service Social Secu.rity Board; vice-President, Boy Scout Council.
Director Kentucky lilnergenoy i{elief Administration 1934-1935.
Received Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award in recognition of his
"fine spiritual ~ualities practically applied to daily living
and his humani tar ian endeavors" within the State of Kentucky
during 1935.
From July 1, 19~ to June ~, 1943 was state Administrator.IPA.
Served without compensation from June 1942 to March 1943 as
State Director of the Office of Price Administration. In March
1943 became Louisville yistrict uirector of OPA.
Was very much interested in the Adu.lt E~ucation Program. Said,
"! am very proud of the work done under the Ad III t EQu.cation Project; the fine reports that come to my office are gratifying. I
am especially proud of the many persons who have learned to read
",nd write."
Allen, Lindsey E. - State Supervisor and Director of Adult Education Pro~ Works Projects In Kentucky.
Born in Larue County, Kentucky; attended the rural elementary
schools of that county; received his high school education in the
High School .uepartment of ;.'lestern Kentucky State 'reachers Oollege,
at Bowling Green, Ky.; B.S • .Degree June, 1934 from,:[estern Teachers
College, and degree of Master ,of Arts at the University of Kentucky,
July, 1941.
Married Ohristine Stiles, and has two children.
'.Paught in the public schools of Larue County 1921-1929.
1!rom July 1, 1930 to June 30, 1934, served as County Superintenuent
of Larue Oounty ~chools.
Supervisor and Director of the Kentucky Adult Education Program
from July 1934 to April 1943.
Now connected with the State .Division Vocational Rt:habilitation,
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State Department of Education. Said, "Today, it se~ms reasonable to hope that adult education will be recognized as an integral part of a total prObram of eci.ucation for all the people. tl
Harris, Oren A. - Supervisor Adult Education in Louisville and Jeffer~ County.
Born in Missouri; educated in the Missouri public elementary
and high schools; A.B • .Degree from Jilliam Jewel College, Liberty,
Missouri; did post-graduate work at the University of Chicago.
Married Stella Mae Mason of Missouri, and has one child.
Taught in the elementary schools of Missouri; served as :Public
School Principal in Webb City, and Lanthrop, lvIissouri; was Superintendent of SchoolS at Liberty, Missouri; tElut;;ht at Springfield
Missouri Teachers College, and at }tissouri Wesleyan Oollege.
Represented John C. Winston, Lyon and Cararihan, and Rand MCNally
Publishing Companies.
Supervised adult education and nursery schools in Louisville,
Kentucky, -both negro and whi te, 19~ to 1941. Gave course in
methods of teaching adults during two summer sessions at Bowling
Green, KentucKy, and three summer sessions at the University of
Kentucky.
Oonducted classes in current events at Louisville Oi ty ,iomans
Olub five years; Crescent Hill womafiS Olub three years; and
Shawnee Womans Club two years.
Said, "r believe that every opportunity shOUld be given the adult
who wants to advance his or her learning and to better prepare
for successful liv 1ng. 'fui tion-free schools would encourage
large numberS to attend. 11
Now connected with the Louisville Medical ~epot in job training
of workers.

,r:-

Abrris, Flora L. - Adult Education Teacher and Principal Louisville
Adult Education High School.
--Born in Louisville, Kentucky; attendeu Louisville Public Schools;
attended ~estern Kentucky State Teachers Oollege, received Standard leachers Certificate 1917; began teaching in elementary
school at Ninth and 0 Street, Louisville.
Married .Javid P. l.brris, and went to Owen County where Mr. ;.lorris
was 00unty Agriculture Agent.
Taught in the Owenton Public Schools three years.
Principal Mapleton Public School, Mt. Sterling, Kentucky, four
years. Ta1l.6'ht art and public speaking at ,{est Liberty High. School
one year; and in Jefferson Oounty six years.
In 1927 became "faculty wife" at Eastern Teachers College, where
Mr. ,Morris tauc;ht agricultural-economics. Graduated Eastern
Teachers Oollege 19~2, A.B. Degree, Major English, Minors Social
Sciences and Art. Attended University of Ohicago 1934.
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Adult Euuc&tion in Louisville February 19~5 to June 194~.
Principal Ahrens A.du1t Night High School 1943-1944.
liow, 1944-1945, at Ahrens Ad.u1 t Night High School.

Assist~nt
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